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More Incredible CONNECTIONS

Concerning

Our Government’s

Very Sordid Drug Business
(Editor’s note: The following is a conRAY RENICKAUDIO TRANSCRIPTION
I’ve called my book The SLO Connectents-unedited
transcription
of an audio “CONNECTIONS”
tion because that seemed to be the only
tape that came to Commander Hatonn’s
appropriate name for it. It describes the
attention recently. It is from Ray Renick,
connection between San Luis Obispo
QUOTING:
called “Connections”,
and does a good
County (along the coast of south-central
job of introducing itself. Commander has
There have been many books and California) and international drug trafasked that we share this information with stories written with the word “connec- ficking and murder and assassination
our LIBERATOR readers, many of whom tion” in them. Twenty five years ago we and treason,
are
already
familiar
with
the had The French Connection.
Lately we
Now I am preparing another chapter
LIBERATOR’S running of previous mate- had The Clinton Connection. The Clinton for my book, which I think I’ll call “The
n’al from Ray on this same general subject Connection tells about the drug traffick- Connection Connection” because it takes
matter. To satisfy the legal aspects, Com- ing at Mena Airport in Arkansas con- all the previous connections and conmander Hatonn adds, “We reprint thisfor
netted to the Clinton family.
nects them together. My story, The SLO
the sake of interest - unedited, and the
Just a few days ago, January 27, Connection, starts forty years ago about
opinions are not necessarily the opinion
1993, we had on the Current Affairs 1953 in Marseille, France.
Come to
of the LIBERATOR. Comments are either television show, a segment called “The think of it, this is where the “French
from our Editors and-or Hatonn.
These Cocaine Connection” where a.n.ex-Drug Connection” started, pretty much about
will be identified in parenthetical
brack- Enforcement Agency agent told about the same time.
ets. n Ray Renick can be contacted through
Ollie North’s drug planes, Contra supply
During the Korean War I was about to
the following address:
1625 Nipomo Au- planes, flying back to the United States be drafted, so I joined the Marines. Inenue, Los Osos, CA 93402.)
loaded with cocaine.
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The Souls

Of Our Brothers

Crv Out For Claritv
2/ 16193 #3.

ESU JESUS

SANANDA

I AM
The souls of our brothers cry out for
clarity. You have felt the stings of slings
and arrows and would cling to that which
brings you more ucomfort” in consciousness of perceptions physical and seemingly “more REAL”. No, scribe, the “reality” must be confronted in that which is
beyond the physical and the physical expression molded to conform to that reason
Perceptions
are THE
and reality.
individual’s reflection of capability to make
judgement on an expression of physical
things and on ‘ideas” of higher realization. The TRUTH of REALITY is the perception as placed upon all things as guided
by the Absolute Laws of Creation and Nature and the guidelines as given forth for
your journey in balance which in turn
moves you into the reality of ‘higher”
expression-not ‘lower”.
What is right or wrong in agiven expression may perhaps have no meaning in
terminology-but in the higher expression
these two terms have great meaning. For
instance, a man may well say, ‘In my
perception it is right to do this thing which
society and the ‘commandments’deny me.”
Does this make the action right in deed? Is
the action =wrong?’in deed? Both perhaps. It may be actually “right” within the
“if it feels good, do it” group but if it be
against the Laws of God (not the rules
made my MAN proclaiming them to be,
according to his own perceptions and
wishes) a deed is “wrong”. If an action
brings negative impact, pain and hurt upon
another deliberately through involvementit is most often wrong”. You must always
remember: GOD IS NOT FORCE. Anything which utilizes physical force is not of
God-it is birthed .of MAN physical. If a
silent and invisible bondage is held upon
the spirit of man then it is placed there by
the adversarial energy “still” utilizing
“force” as a weapon. The point of the
journey, precious ones, is to learn the
difference, and move within the balanced
and harmonious circuitry of Universal righteousness. What may be deemed “right”
in physical societal expression (voted-in by

democratic vote vs. rightness or wrongness) may well destroy your very entry intc
the higher dimensions of experience. Either way, it is left to the individual to
express and experience his physical role.
He can either gain Truth in expression or
continue his searching for that Truth-the
choice is always left to the individual.
“Right”: Meeting a standard of conduct.
You must see that by its definition it can
mean many things so the point is to define
“the standard of conduct”. The =right”
move in a witch’s society may well be to
“correctly dismember a child. But is this
“right” even in a loose societal structure
where abortion and killing of the elderly is
‘legal”? Is it, more importantly, correct
behavior according to the LAWS OF GOD
AND CREATION? Therefore it must always
be considered what the definition might be
for this adjective to apply. Witchcraft itself,
black or white, by definition is NOT OF
GOD OF INFINITE LIFE. The rituals are
based on pulling in of energy forms and all
of the practices are set for the expression of
“physical” action. What may be quite
acceptable in an Earth physical expression
is NOT often acceptable by God All-Source
as HIS partner in expression.
Therefore, I, ESU, The Son, accept as
(Iright” only those things which fit the
expression as dictated by God and Creation, infinite expression and true ‘life”
and expressing my experiences always with
oneness with THAT One of all Creation/
Creator in my nearest expression of perfection. If one adjusts his physical expression
to accommodate allowance and sanction
on all things because of *infinite LOVE”,
he lies to self. He is simply not taking a
stand against that which is, in Truth, evil;
“Evil” being that intent or action deliberately perpetrated which pulls a being from
his goodly path to Oneness with God Creator. By the same token, however, I “allow” the “unknowing” status of “man” to
error (sin) without coercion or force to
otherwise “ace. Does this mean a lessening of infinite “love”? It has nothing to do
with love as such. It is as achild is growing,
he will stumble and often fall-is this right
or wrong? If he refuses to get up and try
again, is it “wrong” or is it “right”? It
simply IS. If, however, a fire is raging and

about to catch his clothing afire-it seems
only “right” to get up and get out of the
way. God often lifts you out of the path of,
say, the fire-but if you fully understand
the consequences of your actions, He will
let you bumble right back into the flames.
It is all dependent upon your INTENT.
“INFINITE LOVE” is that total and unbending, unlimited giving, through grace,
enough compassion and expression to lead
or draw another into Truth-not simply
‘ALLOWING” all expressions of unlimited
actions to be OK and not only accept these
expressions but join within the expression
in both spiritual and physical thought and
action.
Nowhere have I, Hatonn, Aton, or any
speaker through this routing, expressed
otherwise than that EACH INDIVIDUAL
ENTITY HAS FREE-WILL CHOICES TO
EXPRESS IN HIS/HER OWN WAY. NEVER
HAS ANY EXPRESSED THAT ‘THIS” IS
EVEN A “TYPICAL” SPIRITUAL CENTERIT IS A PLACE FOCUSED ON THE ‘WORD”
AND THAT WHICH MUST BE ACCOMPLISHED IN TIMES OFTRIBULATION AND
REBUILDING.
It is quite interesting to me that ones
selectively listen to MAN to tell him what
are his guidelines for moving into higher
expression and perfection. You KNOW
within what are those guidelines and to
ARGUE with a group of “other” persons
seems ridiculous and silly in wasted effort.
God has given you His guidelines for passage-and He lets you argue with Him all
the way to your drop-off in the “pits”. You
can argue with the ticket seller and taker at
the airplane entrance-but guess who is
going to decide your entrance on-board,
you who argue for a lower rate ‘or I won’t
buy your ticket”-or the one with the ticket
and who follows the rules of the airline?
Are you going to force your way aboard with
a gun, a knife, bribery by anything of force,
sexual advances in exchange, etc.? Not at
the gate, brother-that is called hijacking
and it gets you into trouble on ground
level-and certainly is not going to carry
weight with the Hosts of God at that ‘glory
door”. You shall be allowed entrance
ONLY BY THE TICKET OF RIGHT INTENT
ACCORDINGTO OUR LAWS-NOTVOTEDIN WI’M OK-YOU’RE OK, NO MATTER
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WHAT YOU ARE DOING.” Perhaps YOU
may be OK-often times your ACTIONS will
not merit you a second glance from the
Angels of Heaven to get you aboard their
craft.
ERRORS
You must come into understanding of
the Law we reveal to you. “Sin” (a very bad
descriptive term indeed) can only be committed in a finite consciousness or in the
finiteness of time and space. The moment
“sin” is conceived, the conceiver of the
“sin” is no longer a part of eternity. He will
place upon his own head a price for the
error in free-will choices.
When Michael cast out the fallen ones
from Heaven, he was ratifying the law of
their own being which they set in motion by
the spirit of pride: “I will become God. I will
not worship a living Christ being but ‘I’ will
be worshiped!” This was their vow. Instantaneously, they lost the protection of
the circle of the One. Thus, in casting them
out, Archangel Michael and his legions
were the instantaneous representatives of
Cosmic Law. Each time you deliberately
act in “sinA (deliberate error), you lose the
protection of the Spirit
White Brotherhood.

of the Great

When you do act in human “sin”, when
an idea becomes so impelling that you
fulfill it and commit some “sin”, remember
that you are creating bonds of limitation
that will eventually turn upon self in forms
of adizase, death, and other perceived
“negative” instances. The LAW is JUST.
May the just man always use the Law in
perfection and with wisdom, to their advantage, which advantage ought to be the
liberation of the Light of the heart which
will insure you great gain in all octaves.
INTENT TENDING
As we move forward in our works,
take care of your intent. Let us quell the
subtle vibration of ambition which you
do not fully recognize and, therefore, I
admonish you to pay attention. Clear of

your %pace” and then look at what you
do-in Light. Ambition, in itself, is a hideous ego monster, tricking you all the way
to trust the human consciousness instead of getting God first and, in getting
Him, to fmd a cornucopia of Treasure
and Wisdom, Abundance, Light and Divine Love ever flowing.

are things which must be overcome in your
personalities of desire. If you would retain,
for instance, the desire to control others (a
very prevalent desire in the human), the
desire to have those things that are not
ordained and on and on, but you desire to
give up only those things that make you
sick and uncomfortable, you will be walking upon a tightrope of the human consciousness, trying to take the best of it and
to leave the worst and yet not really willing
to forsake the totality of it or the whole of it.
It is a most precarious position within
which to find yourself and I can only admonish, for YOU have free will.
Every experience in life can be transmuted and transcended to become a Divine Experiencethrough physical,
through actual, through down-to-earth,
through a part of what that truly goldenage consciousness can be. It is not wrong
to desire happiness, to desire your own
fulfillment or education or God success.
Truly, no thing will God withhold from you
when you use legitimate means of arriving
at your goal-more fully expressed when
your Goals are within HIS own expression.
FEAR
Fear binds. Fear is what binds you to
the alternative path and method. Thus, I
say, drop those fears! Let Goddemonstrate
to you how happy you can be in the fullness
of His Love-how you can have ALL these
things in the fullness-how you can have
these things in the highest sense, glorify
His name, pass the human consciousness
through the transmuting flame, and still
retain an individuality which is happy,
joyous, hard-working, ever-learning, striving and ajoy to be with because you will be
the one who unlocks the mysteries for
others. The mystery of happiness itself
written all over your countenance can be
divined by those who meet you by watching
how you live. In your living expression DO
YOU SET THE PERFECT EXAMPLE OF
GOD? OR, DO YOU HIDE THIS OR THAT
BECAUSE YOUR OWN EXPRESSION IS
LESS THAN PROJECTION OF THE PERFECT LAWS OF GOD?
It would seem that it is past time to
cease toying with the idea of “unreality”.
Cease from the idea that you have ever been
enslaved. The slaves of death must live in a
consciousness of death! Let us remove the
octave of the consciousnessof death. Let us
remove that plane. Let us cease the pains of
flesh that tell you that you are in an act of
death reality. If it ceases to be, this plane,will
YOU cease to be? This is most important,
little ones, for ifyou DO NOT CEASETO BE-

You must know that all desires of the
human that you may have in this world of
expression and manifestation can be surrendered. When they are surrendered, the
Divine Desiring of God comes into yourlife WHERE WILL YOU BE?
and within your being- and every expression of that “Oneness”. Since the God
ASTRAL PLANE CANCELLATION
dwells within self, who benefits?
To move, with us, along our path there
Let us look a moment .at the ‘astral

plane” from whence comes so many of
your sought-after “voices” offering their
services as your guides.
There is NOTHING permanent, nothing
reliable, in this plane. All is illusion, endless exploration of matter scenes that are
changing like a kaleidoscope, entertaining
for an “infinity” that is an imitation of the
“real” Infinity. The labyrinth ofthe human
consciousness-may dwell in it. As for me,
and in my life, I long ago canceled it out and
suffered no loss-only wondrous gain; for
I long before consumed and replaced the
astral debris with the victory of the Christ
Circle of consciousness.
The “Hosts” serve as the in-between
transition guides which will bring you
through the physical and into the physiCal/spirit expression-so that you move on
into the Christ consciousness and on
through the higher expressions of Spirit.
God does not cancel out the astral
plane because a part of each of you is still
there-records of the past, a sense of life
expectancies and insurance policies and
actualities and possibilities and, “When I
die, this will happen.” You see, beloved
ones, people actually consider themselves
evolving toward death, moving ever closer
to the final experience which they dread
with their whole life being. Well, were we to
cancel out that plane (astral) FOR them, so
much of them would cease to be, there
would be nothing left that could be transmuted and that could rise and could take
dominion over it.
Thus, the only place where the consciousness of death and the astral plane
can be canceled out is in the point of the
will of the student in your given expression
of physical. Only YOU can decide: “It is no
more! I shall weep no more about any
human experience!“-that is, in the sense
of self-pity or condemnation, for the tear
that is shed with joy and compassion is not
the weeping of the entity who weeps.
When you decide it is done, and you
decide with the full power of your “I AM”
Presence that you are willing to wrestle
with old momentum and not allow that
beast to rise from the dead at any time,
when you will plunge the sword of the
WORD, and the spoken WORD, into it,
when you will wrestle with every temptation to breathe upon it the breath of LIFE
again and take it up again-1 tell you,
beloved ones, so many angels will come to
reinforce the determination of the sons and
daughters of God to be free.
PRIDE AND THE FALL
Cosmic reinforcements are waiting. You
must not be discouraged and say, @Thisis
the way I am and God will have to take me
the way I am”. Well, beloved ones, no
louder voice did pride ever have, looming
and glaring at the soul that has been
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silenced by the heavy tread of the boot of
those who. are the self-proclaimed independent ones, not realizing they have been
singed by Lucifer himself’. For he is the
one who said, “I am who I am! I am more
important than the Son of God, and God
will have to ordain that His sons worship
me, else I will rebel-God will have to take
me as I am!”
One of the problems in this day is that
there is not much farther “down” that
anyone can be cast, than to walk the
physical octave. Therefore, though you
think the angel of God’s adversary has not
bound you and removed you from God’s
glory by your defiance, it has in fact, already happened-so lookvery, very care-
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they will make demands upon you, and
you will realize that you just compromised your soul and your relationship to
be popular or acceptable to some Earth
human energy.
Think about it. The tests are lost because of an absence of forethought, of
looking objectively at a situation as though
you were on the ceiling looking down upon
yourself. How do you REALLY wish to
figure in the configuration? Are you living
that example you wish to express to all the
world or, are you perhaps living a sham

which is actually the “easy way out” to
cling to the middle of the road while
calling all acceptance of alI thingsunconditional love or worse-“acceptfully.
able” perceptions.
Will the one you
FAIL TO TEACH thank you on the day
HELP
their tickets are not ratified because
YOU failed to share the passage rules
You struggle with the “what I think” and listened to their whined percepand “what he/she thinks” and miss the tions of uIt’s all OKP? Will that spouse,
point. You seek your actual ‘help” from that lover, that “friend”-thank
you? I
another who is most often even more con- doubt it, brother.

fused as to Truth”, the meaning of uloveA,
Take care, blessed ones, that you do not
‘unconditional love”, “allowing” and *achave to consume the entire apple tree at
cepting” than are you.
Can you not one sitting: eat perhaps an apple or two per
accept of your chain of being? You are day. Take each problem and solve it; this
a part of the eternal chain of COD. The is a crash course in passing tests. All the
higher helps the lower. As you accept answers are made available unto you. Ask
help in humility, you can extend help. If and you shall be given. Seek and you shall
you do not receive from the one above, find. If you turn aside that which pleases
you cannot give to the one below you you not or pleases not “another”-you
whose progress is utterly stopped be- may well have already set off the trap upon
cause you yourself have stopped. Once your feet.
again “pride”. Some do not like to think
WHERE ARE YOU TODAY?
they are dependent upon others. Learn to
be receivers of grace and the grace of a
I ask that you, Dharma, present again
student for whom you have perhaps even
had disdain. For the prayers of that one that which was given by our Father on
whom you think to be beneath you may be September 30,1989. You have come years
since then and wherein it speaks of Mt. St.
the salvation Truth of your soul.
Let God take care of the human and do Helens, think upon other volcanos and the
not create a false hierarchy in your mind, devastation of same and the now erupting
a panoply of all persons you know-some
cones all over your globe. Think upon the
you have judged to be on the lowest in storms of Florida and across your nations
your system. Then, you will seek the of the globe-but I desire that you have this
company of those whom you ‘%hinkn to expression and reminder for you continue
be the “important people” who can some- to .move into the turmoil more and more
how add to your stature. This is failing abundantly and with more speed. You
tests, and it leads to a great debacle as the must think upon these things as the time
house comes tumbling down which you of change is upon you.
have built through establishing contact,
(Editor’s note: Thefollowing writing is at
associations, being a part of an illusory
society, et cetera. Think carefully wherein the end of the beauti’l
little JOURNAL
called THE RAINBOW MASTERS, pages
you fit.
One day the world must always turn 132-136.)
against the living Christ. I do not think
QUOTE: (Sept. 30, 1989-Saturday)
that any among you would consciously
turn down the Light of your Christ conEPILOG
sciousness to be accepted by men or women,
yet some of you do this un-consciously to
ATON
avoid the challenge or the hurt or the
public criticism.
I shall write the final segment (of this
Beloved ones, you can only go so ,far
with this little game as you fit yourself in volume). How many will be still and listen?
and out of society’s cliques. Sooner or later I AM ATON and I see My beloved peoples in

pain and confusion. I watch you of My
children unprepared and without careful
thought unto tomorrow. Tomorrow is upon
you. Today, in America, I watch the confusion in your South Carolina as you attempt
to set your lives in order after the recent
hurricane. What have you learned? Very
little! Your “leadersD say you must have
billions of dollars to rebuild for long term,
when you have not even heat, food and
water-and who will tend those who cannot rebuild? Further, what will happen
when the next hurricane comes ashore?
Do you believe that the ONE is all there will
be? I speak just to the children of the
United States on this day-what will you
do when the 10 to 12 point earthquake hits
your Pacific Coast? It will do so and you
know it is coming. Are you prepared? It
will make the rubble in South Carolina
look like piddling child’sgames. And what
ofthe time when all shall be falling at once?
Who will then tend when the volcanos
erupt? Your native brothers tell you Truth;
the signs are always brought forth for you
and then you turn and do such foolish
things.
Let us just consider your state called
Washington foraminute. Yourelder brothers of the ancients told you that the ‘Little
Sister” would weep and speak unto you
ones. And then, the ‘Grandfather” mountain would speak! Mt. St. Helens spokeyour little sister spoke loudly and some
heard but most plugged their ears. The
grandfather rumbles and that, dear ones,
is Mt. Rainier. How many have been lured
unto its very regions by the evil teachers
who bring destruction and evil shrouded in
partial Truth? How many will perish in
their ignorance and blame the God in
heaven for your foolishness? You were
given ‘reason” and you heed it not.
I have told you how it will be, many
times through many ones, and you heed
not. So be it for the lands will be swept
clean and ultimately only those who turn
unto ME and heed the warnings and take
preparation shall survive for there is only
the ONE WORD GREATER THAN MINE,
THAT IS THE FINAL WORD OF THE CREATION FOR ALL THINGS CREATED ARE
ONE WITHIN THIS WONDROUS WHOLE.
Man was sent forth as caretaker for that
wondrous Creation and man has destroyed
in his human form and consciousness.
The soul of man shall return or move on to
suitable placement but the physical creation shall reap first the winds for you have
sowed the winds upon your wondrous
Mother.
What is it that you await? The horses to
literally move from the clouds? John’s
vision in his BookofReveZationas projected
from the heavens by the Master Teacher to
come alive with candlesticks and horsemen? It was said that man would become
drunken with evil, greed, lust and heinous
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acts. The brother shall betray his own
brother unto death, it is said, and children
shall rise up against their parents.
Just as birthing contractions become
harder and more closely following one upon
another, shall it be with the things that
shall come. As these signs become all
present, and the frequency intensifies, then
you shall know the time of birthing is upon
the Earth.
The time has come when you will not
follow sound doctrines. Instead, to suit
your own desires, you gather around you a
great number of teachers who say what
your itching ears want to hear. You turn
your ears from Truth and turn aside to
false myths. You sit and chant, or shout,
your “belief” and then you go blindly forth
blaming God for tending you poorly when
you change naught--“only believe HE died
for your sins and you are SAVED”-=
haps your soul, it will do nothing for your
physical body unlessYOU GET PREPARED
TO SAVEYOURSELVES. YOU GO ABOUT
WITHOUT REASON IN YOUR THINKING
MINDS WHICH WAS YOUR ONLY GREAT
AND GRAND GIFT TO SET YOU ASIDE
FROM OTHER OF CREATURES. YOU CAN
PROVIDE FOR YOURSELVES AND YOUR
BROTHER CREATURES. YOU HAD BET-
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under the total control of the evil ones who
have carefully planned it to be exactly this
way. You are in the downfall this very
moment. You will have chaos, depression
and collapse in your systems.
You have famines already and they will
worsen for man clears his lands incorrectly
for the growing; the governments paygrowers not to grow; you function on greed for
money and do not share your foodstuffs to
fill your larders for your shelter systems
and you do not even notice. Ones go
hungry and malnutritioned in your own
dooryards and you will not accept responsibility for your brothers.
You are acquiring a population of addicts. You are bearing children who are
addicted into the hell you have created.
You live in immorality and seek naught but
pleasure of the flesh. You sell your own
souls and your very children for a puff of
drug. Your own governments claim to help
you on the surface while they reap the
rewards of the underworld. You claim
“freedom”? You have no freedom for you
have surrendered it to the evil.
You shall have plagues. Oh yes, you
already have it! It will kill millions for you
have set it up and you continue to nurture
it. Facts are kept from you and you go
TER BEGIN TO BE VERY SELECTIVE AS blindly as sheep to the slaughter. Your
TO WHICH &SPACE” BROTHERS YOU enemy within the “anti-Christ” and “antiATTEND. FURTHER, MAN’SDOCTRINES
God” societies have better control of the
WILL NOT GET YOUR TICKET HOMEdisease than do you. Oh, God will ultiYOU WILL TURN UNTO MY LAWS AND mately take care of you? No, I shall not;

THOSE OF THE CREATION OR YOU
SHALL NOT BE RETURNED INTO MY
KINGDOM!

Nation will rise against nation, and
kingdom against kingdom. Is it not so?
You have political chaos throughout your
world, nations are-being tom asunder by
civil wars and revolutions. The nations of
the world are mostly ruled by evil leaders
who incite strife among their own people
and inflict it across the borders unto another. When one governmental power is
overthrownit is replaced by nothing better.
And you will hear of wars and rumors of
war! You have wars all over your lands and
within the seas. To refuse to call it “wai”
does not make of it less the war. You will
have nationscompletelyremovedfromyour
maps-it is happening daily; look for yourselves. The wars will erupt and become
more and more intense and finally the one
fanatic will begin that which will pull you
all down if you are unprepared.
You have wars proceeding presently
with weapons of which you as a people
cannot see nor comprehend and you are
failing more heinously than you would
were it mere bullets or atomic blast-(ifyou
had your shelter systems of which you, in
beloved America, do not have). Neither do
you hear and change.
There shall come the financial collapse
of your world. You will then be placed

cial base, your life resources of heat (gas)
and power (electricity) for indefinite duration. Millions will perish. You will have
volcanic eruptions which will take entire
islands and build others. You will need
your shelter system to move to safety from
that which will rain from the heavens in
lava and ash. You have further contaminated the substance in the fissures of the
Earth by nuclear testing and it shall spew
forth and shower the lands with radioactive downpour. Your nuclearwaste dumps
shall open up and spew the ultimate poison upon the lands. Americans feel safe?
The entire world now runs on nuclear
power in great measure-what does France
do with her nuclear waste? Better check it
out, My children.

There shall be strange events in your
skies. Yes there will be such. You had
better hear Me well! I send your cosmic
brothersto help you and you turn them
away, incinerate those who come in
peace, shoot your weapons upon them
and call them evil and of the devil. They
are My sons come to teach and bring
home those who will come. Why do you
perceive that which the devil tells you
rather than listen to Truth? I send My
ones to help you and you believe the
‘man” who says they are of the evil. So
be it for Truth will come forth and it
shall be too late for most of you. We are
now bringing forth the WORD in TRUTH
to the masses-will
you hear and see?
not until you turn from your evil and Let him who has ears, hear; and those
back into the Light of the path of Truth with eyes, see. The hour glass is empty
and abide again by My Laws and the Laws awaiting the turning!
of the Creation.
You have been told
My Celestial Sons are being presented
what to do and stop doing to bring it untoyouthatyoumightknowthemandseek
under control and you do neither, and help. The Teachers of the Seven Rays of Life
then blame Me for your circumstancehave just been sharing with you in this
why do you not blame the guilty? Why document, THE RAINBOW MASTERS. How
do you not accept your own responsibil- many of you will toss the book aside because
ity for allowing in the evil intent and your local “preacher”tellsyou to do so, while
nurturing it in your lustful ways?
I, GOD, come forth to give you Truth? Fur-

You shall have Earth changes. You
tim
Earth changes. You have atmospheric pollution and man pollution which
is killing your lakes, your rivers, your lands
and your seas. You will have ever-increasing ‘accidentsA as your equipment and
machinery grows old and in disrepair and
more and more people who run these things
fall into greed and addiction. Already, you
have unworthy products flooding your
marketplace. How long until your nuclear
plants erupt?
You shall have floods in unmerciful
measure and droughts in unmerciful measure. You will have sustained winds of
greater than a hurricane, a hundred and
fifty miles an hour, and you will have your
power lines blown down and you will be in
dire circumstances.
You will have earthquakes of great magnitude and widespread which will crumble
the land beneath and disrupt your finan-

ther, the Angelic realms stand by and the
Archangels of your sectors stand ready to
receive you and help you with the tumaround ofyour species. I care not about your
“churchesand theirdoctrines”- I care as to

whether or not you turn unto ME and the
CREATION whose Laws you sre in the
constant defiantbreakjng. Through your
disobedience unto the Laws you have
overpopulatedyourworlduntilitissplraling into devastation. Your Mother Source
kattaLPingHerHigherTransitionandyou
are iu iteight Iam.
Nothing of Creation is ever “lost” for
in the destruction in one place, another
is nourished, even the bodies of the dead
will be recycled into the source from
which it was born. The volcanos will
build new lands and bring fertile ash
unto other portions which are barren.
Unfortunately, man is the most dispensable commodity upon the planet. The
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planet would be in balance and continue
through the eons in balance if it were
not for MAN. Man can create or destroy
and you have chosen to destroy. Therefore, that which goes out always returns-the
spiral
of life goes on
unendingly.
It is your choice whereby you continue to experience iu your spirit form
FOR THE SPIRAL OF LIFE MOVES EVER
ONWARD!

I urge you to call upon the Masters of
Life Truth for they stand ready to respond
and are most diligently acting presently
and without rest that you shall be able to
survive. They petition constantly in your
behalf for mercy. It no longer is a matter of
mercy, it is now a matter of “justness”what you ones have sowed and nurtured so
shall you reap in kind. It is never too late
to return to Truth and petition for your
being but YOU shall do it, for no one-not
even the greatest of the Master-an
do
it for you. POUlMUST DO IT FOR POURSELFi IAWAIT

YOUR CALL!

I AM THAT I AM.
I AM ATON-YOUR

SOURCE

END OF QUOTING
***
In taking leave, I ask that each of you
stop and spend a moment in meditation.
Are your actions regarding your “things”,
your “directions” and your “purpose” being acted out with GOD as your goal or
more “things”, selfish acts, physical indulgence, selfish direction under the guise
ofexcusesotherwise? You must get through
a time of change-is your contribution to
making that change or gleaning more from
the hands and actions of the deceivers who
tell not Truth-even in the smaller instances? Do you hurt the ‘cause of gain in
brotherhood through the projects for life’
in the perception that another is leading
you beyond in the wholeness of the Lighted
Presence”-or merely glean under the lies
of that deceitful sham, more gain from
“him” and/or self-after
placing your
promises of services unto the Master-not
the touted human. If you cannot see that
which is happening in many of the instances-you shall never find discernment
of quality for transition in the manner
claimed by your lips pushing wind through
the strings. Confusion is one thing-refusal to see and hear Truth is quite another. Ignorance isone thing, acceptablerefusal to hold that Truth and instead, turn
away into the desires of another’s pulling
and pushing, is quite another and it will
give you restlessness and no peace within.
Even the act of sex, erroneously called
‘unconditional love”, will cease to have joy
but will smack of debasement, coercion
and lie. If decisions be hard and excuses

continue to have to be made over and over
again-for actions and thoughts and expressions to “make it somehow right”,
there is much which SHOULD be considered.
For the one who has written to Me the
following I have much compassion and yes,
pity-for he is blinded by that which enslaves all men-the human expression.
To refrain from taking the statement
out of context, I shall print enough of the
letter to dispel such notion of using the
words incorrectly. I will say before we
quote that this letter was written FOR the
.person in point and everything about same
indicates the truth of this statement. Perhaps it reflects some of the feelings of the
person in point-but it is done once againFORTHIS PERSON BY ANOTHER PERSON
WHO HAS MUCH TO GAIN FROM WHAT
THIS ENTITY CHOOSES TO DO WITH HIS
POSSESSIONS AND PLACEMENT. BEWARE, UNWI’lTING PEOPLE--YOU ARE
MOST”BI’ITEN” WHENYOU PLACEYOUR
HAND IN THE MOUTH OF THE VIPER.
BETTER CHECK WHERE YOUR HAND
RESTS!
QUOTING:
My first real denial to selfwas over a
year ago when Commander Hatonn said,
“God gets angry.” [anger: strong feeling
of displeasure] Then at a following meeting, it was said (while hitting the -table),
“God does not just get angry, but God gets
furious.” [furious: fierce or angry.]
I
really questioned this statement but kept
my mouth shut. Perhaps I was in fear to
speak out or even question this higher
Command at that time but I did some
serious research on those two words and,
Nora, I would love to read what your expert
research would say. [Nora, please, so
would all the readers!] Anyway, there was
a following statement made much later
that is still shocking my soul. Yet, to this
day, no one except myself has openly questioned Hatonn’s words when he said on
tape, “I created you and I can uncreate
you.”
[why would this shock you?
UHatonn” is literally “(H)&TON(N)”
by
pronunciation, literation and full identity. I, that which you call Christed, am
in His service.
He projects as that
through which you can fmd your own
service and identity in this journey. I
may be captain of this ship-HE
IS
CAPTAIN OF MY SOUL!] This statement

mine], In the ancient school of wisdom, we
were taught to go through the visible light
to the infinite unknown; at the time, it
meant little or nothing. I have since gotten
follow up confirmation from other sources
that is great food for thought. [Son, I think
your food for thought needs a bit more
selective nurturing and chewing for this
is something which is quite undigestible
in its present form of perception. Beyond?-“visible
Light” into the fnfinite
unknown?
The “infinite unknown” is
NOT. It is KNOWN-it
is only you who
have not grown who do not KNOW. Beyond the “visible Light” moves that
which is ALL LIGHT-tangible
and perfeet. To deny Light and blame same for
your downfall and falling short is but to
cement the shackles forever onto your
Spirit who IS of that SAME INFINITE

LIGHII] I feel each of us that was guided
to this valley listened to the voice within.
I, personally, had stopped listening for
a while in favor of Hatonn, Aton which I
nowrecognizeasonewith Jehovah. [OH??]
“I am a jealous God and there shall be no
other Gods before me.* pou would be

baffled at an uangryn God but not a
ujealousn God?] My soul remembers this

god of anger and vengeance whom I once
served faithfully. Am I now the enemy
because I come into remembering? PO

but you say you are an enemy in any
content whatsoever?] Or because I wish

to take my family’s gold back into our
possession? [Ah so-and now we come to

the point of the whole elusive problem.
Well, son-perhaps
you placed into My
service some of that which you consider
your family’s resources-YOU
PLACED
NO GOLD INTO ANY ONE’S POSSESSION
SO HOW CAN IT BE RETURNED?
Further, were you somehow dim ofwit when
you offered? There were fully explained
uses for the funds represented by a
Upaper draft” and you agreed to those
uses and even helped to spend the resources of those agreements-how
now
do you set yourself apart while only
“just now getting the light from one
George Green and your ‘advisers”‘?] Or

because I now speak possible truth and
desire to share?

[This next is about as far from fact as
you can get, Son.] Good old Moses and the

Divine Plandidn’t quite make the promised
land. Perhaps, he too has found the Father
within to be the unconditional love of the
Christ Consciousness. Perhaps, he has,
planted the seed that has brought forth also, awakened to the truth of Hatonn,
these words: ‘I am the bright and morning Aton, Jehovah? pHoses?P You know not
star and the revealing Angel of light.” I of this which your pretender speaks.
share this only that you ones might go uPerhaps” ugood old Moses” drew away
within for sincere guidance, always using from the LightedTruth of God and didn’t
the foundation of love. I have great reason quite make the passage requirements!
to believe that the Light is the enslaver When you begin again to speak from
that keeps man in prison on the forever
wheel of life here on Earth. [emphasis

your own thoughts, son, it shall be far
more graciously received by all your
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brethren than through the hands and
guidance of another who gains from
your distraction and bafflement. Do you
REALLY think that George Green will
better utilize your MONEY for GOD??
Besides you had an obligation, you accepted an obligation and ugoldn played
no part in the whole scenario except as
ucollateral” to cover investment notes.
To demand full repayment (which is not
present at any rate) in GOLD which is
now even less in value than when utilized as collateral-smacks
of greed and
at best, coercion and threat with intent
that others lose that you might gain. If
this is your definition of that “uncondi-.
tional love” of which you continually
toss in everyone’s face-you are in grave
error and there are none who believe
you! So be it.]

My conclusions and decision to withdraw from all of you whom I love dearly
has not been easy. As a matter of fact, it
has been the hardest decision I have ever
made. Not that worldly possessions mean
a thing: [Of course not!! . .. . .]

...... .. I only desire to go my way in peace his own decision.
leaving my love and blessings with each of
To my friends and beloved brothers I
you I have touched in this valley.
can only leave this thought: If you pull
away from the path and know not the way,
END OF QUOTING
you are destined to fall short-there will be
found no “peace” and if you confuse “love”
***
with that which MAN uses for definitionyou shall likewise be misled. May the grace
Leaving your love and blessings with and mercy of Creator Source be given into
each of those left in this “valley”?? You cut understanding. Remember-“confusion”
with the sword of Damocles and then suffer is NOT THE PROJECTION OF GOD! Conthe ones to believe you leave them with fusion comes directly from the adversary’s
love? blessings?-while you bring pain, sorcerers and nymphs with their playtake that which you offered and then re- things.
This writing has been long. I am pleased
claim in more than that which you shared?
Is this your “unconditional love”? Or, is it to again share with you, scribe. I cherish
that you desire only “unconditional love” you brethren as I cherish My own LIFE
with no objection FROM all you touch? within GOD My SOURCE. Please, handle
This is NOT “LOVE” at any definition,
the gift of knowledge of Life eternal most
which you thrust upon ones. 1 suggest preciously lest you be drawn away by the
if you go away to follow your star which infidels of physical expression through their
is not of Light-that you have more than own foolish and ignorant perceptions. There
unconditional love from the ones from is only ONE Truth, but myriads of ways to
whom you take leave-you
bear their find it-and equally as many diversions
pity and compassion for that which lies away from it. So be it.
ahead of you. So be it for within each is
ESU, the brother.

-Earth Planet. Stands At
Gateway
2118193

SOLTEC

Good evening, Soltec present. I come
with the Host of Lighted Holy God; serving in this Mission of Transition EarthShan. You ones of this planet stand at
the gateway of massive changes, both in
your society and your planet. You have
but to look around you to know these
things are Truth.
To some, the changes that are taking
place are disconcerting; to others, they
are a point of excitement as they know
these present changes herald the dawn
of a new time of your planet; to others,
they instill a deep sense of fear, as these
are they that are in service unto the Dark
Brotherhood and they recognize these
signs as the beginning of the end for
their ways of darkness. You of Earth
have witness to this by the fact that
these servants of darkness are working
harder today than ever has been known
in your times. Their days grow short as
the time of Light approaches on the horizon. Those that come into the Light,
though their path be difficult, walk it
with a new understanding.
It should be known, in fact, that those

Of Massive
who dedicate their lives to service unto
the Light have, in some ways, a more
difficult road to travel, as they are ever
subject to every type of persecution and
attack from the Adversary that is possible. Yet, most times, those ones who
serve the Light will dig in and work ever
harder during the most heinous attacks
because they know that when the attacks come they are right on track, else
the Adversary would not be wasting time
on them. So, as you can see, it is a
service of mixed blessings. It is not a
commitment to be taken lightly, as it
often becomes a battle between life and
death, and some choose death, either
consciously or sub-consciously, when
the going gets to be too tough.
Have they failed? No, for failure would
be in the not doing. When one has set
about to do and does not meet the goal,
this is not failure; the failure is in the one
who never sets out to do in the first
place. Remember, God recognizes and
honors the intent, which is in the heartof
Man. The commitment to serve God of
Light comes from the very essence of Man
(Spirit) and then the conscious decision is
made with the mind, not the reverse.

Changes
VOLCANOES RUNNETH OVER
VOLCANOES, VOLCANOES AND MORE
VOLCANOES! Your scientists have reportedly discovered a whole new chain of volcanoes that they were unaware ofuntil very
recently. These are those that lie in the
eastern Pacific Ocean, south of the Equator, near the Easter Islands. They reportedly have discovered an area in which
there are 1,133 volcanoes, all considered
to be in the active state. This does not
mean that all of these are erupting at this
time, though it has been estimated that at
any given time at least three to five are
erupting. Active means that in recent
geologic time these volcanoes have been
active and thus carry the potential of activity yet today.
The statistics given by your scientists
are that several of these volcanic peaks
stand 7,000 feet above the sea floor and
2,500 to 5,000 feet below the surface of the
ocean. The missing statistics seem to be
that they are located along the Eastern
Pacific Rise (also known as a mid-oceanic
ridge) which isachainofunderwater mountains in the Pacific Ocean that extend from
the area of the Baja coast south the full
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lengk of South America. The Pa&ii Plate,
Antarctic Plate, Nazca Plate, 20~0sPlate and
the North American plate all meet in this
general area; however,the PacificPlate, Nazca
Plate, Cocos Plate and Antarctic Plate are, at
this point, moving away from one another,
while on the opposite sides, all these plates
are moving towardand converging with other
plate boundaries.
Where these plates are pulling away from
one another is known as a “spreading center”. This area i: higher than the deep ocean
floor becauseof the upward flow of hot mantle
material pushing the lithosphere upward’
and because the rocks, which are hotter
there, are less dense. Tension, then, causes
cracks to develop along this ridge crest. These
cracks allow magma from the underlying
magma chambers in the mantle to squeeze
through. Magma erupts along this ridge and
some solidifies in the fissures or cracks. The
continual pulling apart of the ridge develops
more cracks and causes more magma to
squeeze through and new ocean crust is
continuously created at a spreading center.
It is very likely, then, that volcanic activity
would be present at this site.
The surprise to your scientists is the
heavy population of volcanoes. Yet, this is
alsopartofthathot-bedknownasthe Ringof
Fire that we have spoken of so much in the
past and this entire area, as you wellknow, is
increasing at tremendous rates, in its seismic
and volcanic activity.
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alI the increased seismic activity that you
ones have been experiencingin the West. The
entire Pacific Plate is in a state of changethat is, it is moving and reshapingand creating new land masses. This causes activity to
resonate through the entire plate and, since
you in western Californiasit right on the edge
of this plate and the North American Plate,
you are feeling the effects of its changing.
These tectonic plates are continually moving
and changing shape by seismic and volcanic
activityand,whenanintenseperiodofchange
is underway (as with the Pacific Plate), the
Earth is going to move under your feet and
volcanoes are going to erupt, Chelas. It is a
simple fact of life on a LIVING PLANET. If
none of these things were taking place, your
planet would be dying. Instead, Earth is
growing, is changing, is LMNG! If your
planet was dead, life on the planet would
likewise be dead!
All ofyou who are ground crew serving on
the planet at this time know these things;you
have merely accepted the veil of unknowing
in order to experience in this place at this
time. As you come nearer the Time of Light,
these remembrances wiIl once again return
unto you ones and you wilI come into, the
fullness of understanding of your purpose
here. From time to time, many of you have
had brief glimpses of these memories and
many are beginning to come into this understanding and knowing. This then, also,
should act as reminder of the timein which
your world is experiencingand why all that is
occurring is taking place. For you ones know
these thingsyou have only yet to remember.

gotagtV~d~intp*hWl-

eci&oftheTruth,orytnlwiunot~
basimpkmatterqffizct

It

Whydoyou needTheTruthaboutthe Earth
Changes? Well, for one thing, perhaps if you
know that certain areas are prone to floods,
earthquakes,volcanoes,etc.,you will not build
a houseor a town thereand have it destroyed.
Perhapsby studyingall of Natureand weather
patterns,you will come intoknowingwhetherit
shallbeawarmorcoldyear,wetordry,andgive
you the abilityto knowwhen to plantandwhen
to harvestyour crops.
Natureis not such a mystery,Chelas-you
are a part of it-become an activeand integml
partof same. Stoptryingto out-smartNature,
andliveyour livesso in oppositionto it; andyou
will have much longer, healthier,happierand
moreproductivelives. Learnto knowthetypeof
soil on which you build and plant. Learn to
observewildlife.Theyhave survivedfor millions
of youryearswithoutman’s interference.Only
~~havetheybeenintrouble,asman-sticks
hisnoseinwhemheknowsnothingandmesses
things up. EARTH HUMAN IS A PART OF
UNIVERSE.EARl’H
CREATIONASISALLINTHE
HUMAN IS NOT ABOVE CREATIONl THE
ADVERSARYHASEXALTEDHIMSELFABOVE
CRFA’I’¶ON,
AND THIS THEN SHALL BE HIS
UNDOING! FORALLTI-IINGSAREAPARTOF
CREATIONANDMUSI’CONFORM’IOSAME.
‘l-0 DO OH-IERWISEIS BUI’ FOOLISHNESS
AND SELF-DESTRUCTION.
Your Elitelive in oppositionto every Law of
Creation.It is thisphilosophywhichis destroyEASTER ISLAND: REMNANT
ingYou-The-People,
andwould,leftunchecked,
OF LEMEURIA
destmyyour very planet. They have tampered
with the human body, the weather, split and
The more interesting point to mention is
fi.lsedtheatom,triedtomdirectanddamup
rivers,createdevery sort of chemicaldeadlyto
that Easter Island is a remnant of the southLARGE EARTHOUAKES
Me, tamm
with the very geneticsof life and
em portion of Lemeuria,whichwas destroyed
CONCEALED
through volcanic activity. But, of course,
createddeath, attemptedtocreateand control
your scientists would not mention such a
Thoughyou would neverknow it fromyour life thmughthe processof cloning pasteurized,
and poisonedyour very
thing as they do not believe that such a place non-newsmports,the Earth has been experi- homogenized,fm
ever existed on your planet. Perhaps some encingmany,manylaxgeearthquakesofrecent-food and water supplies
day they shall get quite a surprise when they This fact is downpIayedfor you ones, as your
Seekingand elcpekmting with Godly infmally discover that the legends about such non-newsmediaand Elitedo notwant to create tentis one thing. Tamperingwithand attemptare quite true indeed!
+an.if amongyou. Remember,from their ingtoalterforgmedandpersonalgainare
standpoint,You-The-Peopleam not capableof somethingelse altogether. Remember,I said
SOURCt 3F EL NINO
making your own decisions, taking care of God sees the intent of a man’s heart. All else
selves,etc.,and so they must protectyou fi-om matlm-snot Ifthe intentis GodJy,then it shall
The scientists have, though, speculated the cold hard facts. The true fact of the matter be judged so. Ifthe intentis unGod.ly,this too
shallbejudged. CheIas,this is aII that themis
that perhaps this is the reason for what you isthattheydonotwantyoutoknowwhatis
call El Nino-that elusive, warm ocean cur- goingonaboutyousothey~p~omitr
in the finalevaluation.
Look,therefore,judge your own intent-not
rent thought to be responsible for your such things.
your neighbor%.For-judginganothershalIonly
“strange” weather patterns of late. Though
this is fact, they have not stopped arguing
bring aboutjudgment upon self As with all
things
of God, it is very simple. God is not
about it long enough yet to realize that it is
complex;itismanwhomakescomplexity.Ifyou
indeed a major contributor to your weather
do not believe this,just take a look around at
patterns. As the massive volcanic activity
your,worldforitisfarfromthesimplicityofGod’s
proceeds in the depths of the ocean, it warms
way. ‘Yourworldcan be more simpleand be far
,the ocean currents, which control your jet
greaterthanyou have ever dreamedpossibleif
streams, pushing them in much diIferent
everyonewouldbut time intothe knowingand
directions, and voi&l you have alI these wonlive t&jr Iivesby the Laws of Cieator God.
derful southern tropic wet storms in the
Letusd&wt.histoa&se. Blessedishewho
western United States!
h&.rstheT&handhasunderstandingofsame.
This intensevolcanic activity in the Pacific
Soltecto clear. S&l.
Ocean is somewhat responsible, as well, for
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Niora’s 2Qsearcli
SOME ‘CULTURAL” PRECURSORS
OF ROBOTOIDS AND THE
SNAKE PEOPLE
(Part III, Section I of a Series)
Anyone who has spent much time at all
in front of the Television will instantly
remember several versions of robotoids
presented as working tools, incomplete
humanoids, Disneyland characters, speaking vacuum cleaners, %cience fiction”,
etc. Unfortunately, the real subject is not
so benign. Hatonn has shared much about
our present world situation having to do
with the use of robotoids by the Adversary.
And this incredible information is almost
more than anyone wants to consider.
Americans generally opposed the idea of
producing “life” in a scientific laboratory.
We wanted and expected all kinds of laws
and oversights restricting such work. Well
- others in positions of power were not of
the same mind! The “regulation” was
removed from any public review and making ‘life” in the laboratory became ‘top
secret” stuff - all with the apparent approval, blackmail, or ‘bribed consent” of
our elected officials. The secret work has
had many years to produce what the world
is about to have foisted upon them, on a
grand scale, in all its planned awfulness.
Hatonn recently indicated that the center
of activity regarding the production of
robotoids is now in Tel Aviv, Israel.
What were the cultural precursors besides the current science fiction and science non-fiction reports? Where did the
idea of robotoids come from - where was
their manufacture learned? I don’t claim to
know all the details, but certainly I appreciate that science has greatly advanced in
recent decades. Plus, some clues have
surfaced. When Hatonn reviewed research
on ancient Sumarian texts recently he said
that 50,000 years ago some visitors with
advanced technology from another planet
came in search of gold. (The gold was used
to line living quarters to reduce radiation
problems. Our own space vehicles are
lined with gold for this reason, and this is
one reason the Elite want to obtain all the
gold.) They found gold in South Africa but
wearied of the work and so they produced
robotoids to do the mining for them.
Whether some record of making the
robotoids was kept or not I do not know.
The actual location of the mining is known.
Hatonn also recently shared that, along
time ago, there were many ‘discs” (computer discs) found underneath the pyramids. Some information of this find was
leaked in the 19thcentury by Jakob Grimm,

Corner

in his “fairy tale” titled, The Marsh King’s
Daughter. Whether or not these discs
contained information on the production
of robotoids I could not say. If they did,
whoever has control of them has had well
over 100 years to work.with (and advance
secret science) from them.
I looked up the word ?obot’@ in the
dictionary. It states: ‘( 1) a manufactured
or machine-made man; (2) a merely mechanical being; an automaton. [First used
in the play R.U.R. (by Caper), apparently
back information from Czech Robotnik Serf.]” It appears the first use of the word
was to describe the peasant servants, or
workers on the land (serfs), by the landowners or “aristocracy)), and tells us something about their true feelings for their
aservantS~.
The idea of creating a living being other
than through natural procreation has been
around for a long time. It is also an idea
that has been promoted in a number of
some subtle and others not so
subtle. For the purpose of this writing I
want to briefly review some ideas found in
religious, esoteric and ‘cultural” writings.
The most well known text onthe creation of man has to be the Book ofGenesis
in the Bible where it states in Chapter 1,
Verse 26: ‘And God said, Let us make man
in our image, after our likeness.” Chapter
2, Verse 7: “And the Lord God formed man
of the dust of the ground, and breathed
into his nostrils the breath of life; and man
became a living soul.”
I do not know the actual source of this
particular text, and/or whether the intent
of the writing remains in its original form.
Nevertheless it is a text of undoubted influence with man. Several references of similar nature are to be found in “Ophite
Gnostic” writings. It is certain our bodies
are made of earth elements, and will return
to dust when the body dies. As for the soul,
this is a fragment of God and will continue
life elsewhere. Nevertheless, the idea of
man being created from earth has captured the thoughts and imagination of
many people, and also prompted a lack of
regard for man on the part OfOthers. Hatonn
,and Germain have given us alI we need to
know on God and His Creation in the eightvolume JOURNALS series entitled THE
PLEIADES CONNECTION series. This is a
very different account of Creation than
what was written in the Bible. I recommend you read them. In addition’ Hatonn
recently stated, rather emphatically, that
he did not create his people ‘from mud
pies”! (The word ‘human” actually means
“higher universal man” according to
waYsJ

Hatonn
’

Of primary interest in available esoteric
material regarding the production of a being from earth is the information on
“golems” found in Hebrew texts. Gersham
G. Scholem has written extensively on the
subject in his book titled The Kabbalah and
Its Symbolism. One of the “literary” examples described by Scholem is a legend
by linguist Jakob Grimm in his Journalfor
Hermits, by Rosenfeld, page 4 1:
*After saying certain prayers and
observing certain fast days the Polish
Jews make a figure of a man from clay
or mud, and when they pronounce the
miraculous Shemhamphoras (the Name
of God) over him, he must come to life.
He cannot speak but he understands
fairly well what is said or commanded.
They call him ‘golem” and use him as
a servant to do all sorts of housework.
But, he must never leave the house. On
his forehead is written ‘emethA (truth);
every day he gains weight and becomes
somewhat larger and stronger than all
the others in the house, regardless. of
how little he was to begin with. For fear
of him they therefore erase the first
letter, so that nothing remains but
=meth” (he is dead), whereupon he
collapses and turns to clay again.”
According to Scholem, the above is not
a true picture of Jewish traditions which
are to be found in the Babylonian Talmud,
certain Rabbinical writings, Ophite Gnosticism, the Book Yetsirahand the BookBahir,
the Zohar, Psuedo - Clementines, and numerous other writers and commentators.
Nevertheless’ the legend as told by Grimm
does follow in general much of what others
have said. (Also, I find it more than interesting that Grimm has a “fairy tale” about
“golems” as well as one on the Great
Pyramid’s secret store of knowledge.)
For the sake of brevity I will quote a
short article on the golem from The Envyclopdia

of Jewish Knowlecige:

’ ‘Embryo’ (Psalm 139, Verse 16). In
the Middle Ages the word was used to
describe the automaton into which, by
Cabalistic means, life was artificially
created. Solomon ibn Gabriel, Elijah of
Chelm, and Hohe Rabbi Low (AKA Loew)
of Prague are credited with having created such mystical robots.‘@
I looked up the Biblical reference, Psalm
139 Verse 16. The cabalists, and-or Rabbis read this Psalm as if it were said by
Adam. I found verse 15 adds to the understanding and so will quote both:
Psalm 139,Verse 15: ‘My substance
was not hid from thee, when I was made
in secret, and curiously wrought in the
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lowest parts of the earth. (V. 16) Thine
eyes did see my substance, yet being
unperfect: and in thy book alI my members were fashioned’ when as yet there
were none of them.”
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etc.)
ably even before the rise of Christianity;
My own view of the matter is that it and as these were Ophites who rejected the
appears UHebrew Tradition” provides gospels it would be proper to make a disnot only a legen-,
if not actual, pre- tin&on between Jewish, Christian, and
cehnt but ah a sanction and approval anti-Christian Ophites (who?) were not the
of the act of making a robotoid. Anyone sources, which are all post-Christian, too
It is surprising how near Verse 16comes knowledgeable of, and believing in, these confused to admit of even approximately
to describing what we now know about esoteric works would consider robotoid- positive discriminations.
DNA - ‘All my members were fashioned making an accomplishment. While, from a
Ireneus, who, toward the end of the
when as yet there were none of them.” The scientific viewpoint, it would have its chal- second century, wrote a history of heresy,
pattern was there in the DNA! The idea of lenge and intellectual requirements’ from did not know the Gnostics under the name
creating man (a robotoid) from the ele- a moral viewpoint the questions remain. of“Ophites”; but Clement (‘Stromata” vii,
ments of earth using the DNA from a man There are many who have no qualms, ap- 17 86108) mentions beside the ‘Cainists”
was only some further stages of thought. (I parently, about being on the same level as (see Cain) the ‘Ophians”, saying that their
am assuming that the “earth elements” ‘God”. We know, from the Biblical Bookof name is derived from the object of their
being used today in the construction of Reuelationthat this was Lucifer’s problem, worship. Philaster, an author of the fourth
robotoids must be of a special sort, a kind and why he was ‘thrown out of the higher century, places the Ophites, the Cainites,
I am, of course, not familiar with.) The realms” accordingto Commander Hatonn. and the Sethites at the head of all heresies
questions are- what kind of ‘man*, what
There are other “traditions” which tell (ch. l-3), because he holds that they owed
kind of *creatof, and for what purpose?
of the conjuring of beings. A partial listing their origin to the serpent (the devil). The
According to Scholem’s article, as I un- is: (1) The Homunculus of the Alchemists’ Ophites, Cainites, Sethites Naasseni, etc.,
derstand it, the Rabbis who accomplished retort; (2) The demons, Mephistopheles or declared the serpent of paradise to be
the process went through a special ‘puri- elementals of the magicians; .(3) The wisdom itself, since wisdom had come to
fication” and meditation with one or two sorcerer’sapprentice; (4) TheTheosophists’ the earth through the knowledge of good
companions of equal knowledge. A very thought-forms, etc. None of them include and evil which the serpent had brought.
complicated ritual using the 72 letters in the same or all the elements of the legends Hence they exalted Cain and Seth, who
‘God’s name” Jin all their possible combi- of the golem, although most carry the idea they held were endowed with this knowlnations, was undertaken in the process of of a servant to be used bythe person doing edge, as the heroes of the human race;
making the golem. The material was a the conjuring. (Ref: TheSecret Teachingsof other Gnostics regarded Esau, Korah, the
special clay kneaded in pure water. Once AZ2Ages.)
Sodomites, and even the traitor Judas, as
the golem (or clay figure of a man) was
Several people have asked Hatonn about tools of Sophia; whereas Jacob and Moses,
made it was brought to life by placing the ail those robotoids made and programmed for instance, who were the instruments of
name of God on it. To return the golem to to fight for the Adversary against the major the Creator (Demiurgus), were regarded as
earth the name of God was removed, and- part of the world’s people. Would it be being inferior (Ireneus, =AgainstHeresies”,
i. 3 1862). AlI Ophistic circles believed in a
or the ritual was repeated in reverse. Cre- against God’s Law to kill a robotoid? Yesating a golem was said to be a great “mys- God’s Law is ‘thou shall not kill”. (Except demonic hebdomad (i.e., seven spirits untical” experience, placing one on the same as a true act of self-defense, wherein the der the dominion of the serpent) side by
level as their creator, or ‘god”. This was Adversary initiates the action.) Could the side with the holy hebdomad under
the reason the golem was ‘untreated”, so robotoids be reprogrammed? Yes! In fact, Jaldabaoth. The last-mentioned is the son
that no mere man assumed such aposition Hatpnn said the Adversary isworriedabout of fallen wisdom (yalda bahue = ‘son of
this. Later, Hatonn said, “It was nice of chaos”), and from him proceeded, in SUCfor long!
Scholem’s article on these Jewish ‘leg- Yhem’ to create an army for my use!” cessive generations, Jao JSabaot, Adoneus J
ends” is, as he says, from a historical Ahah!! What about the soul? Hatonn said Eloeus, Oreus, ((lo? = ‘light”), and
perspective. After sharing some comments that if the robotoids (who are now without Astaphaeus, which are said to be manifesmade by others about psychological con- a soul, being man-made) came into the tations of the God of the Old Testament
siderations raised by the aIlegations of the presence of God, they could receive a soul! The Ophites claimed that Moses himself
Because Gershom Scholem has said had exalted Ophis by setting up the serRabbis’ accomplishments, Scholem states
that the ‘historians’ task ends where the the true Jewish traditions (on golem mak- pent, and that Jesus also had recognized it
psychologists’ begins.’ Is Mr. Scholem ing) are to be found in ‘the Babylonian (camp. John iii. 14).
The Naasseni went even further, and
telling us that golems a a historical fact? Tb.h& certain Rabbinicalwritings, Ophite
Gn.osti&sm,the Book Yetsimhand the Book the retention of the Hebrew name shows
There are short articles on the Book Bahir, thezbhar, Psuedo-CZementineb,etc., that their belief represents the oldest stage
Bahir and the Book Yetsimh in the Envy- I sought more information. I was able to of heresy. “Whoever says that the ALL
clo~dia&daica,
which explainvery briefly locate a few brief explanations on Ophite proceeded from the One, errs; but whoever
their contents. Both are cabalistic’ having- Gnosticism. I will .quote from the article says, from Three, speaks truth and can
to do with emanations, the Hebrew letters titled “Ophites” in the Jewish En.cyclo~- explain the AIL The first of these three is
and their corresponding numbers. The diu, leaving out the words not written in the blessed natureofasainted higher man,
keys to understanding these works are oral English but providing instead their En- Adamas [strangely explained as a ‘diateachings given out only to appropriate glish translations as given in parentheses mend’“]; the second is the death below; the
third is the unruled race that had its
students. Their use in the preparation of in the article:
origins
above, and to which belong Mariam
golems would be, for example, in the pronunciation of the ‘72 letters in God’s
‘the sought one’, Jathar (Jethro) J‘the great
QUOTE:
sage’, Sepphora, the seeing one, and Moses.
name”, as indicated by Gershom Scholem
- in other words, an incantation or forOphites: Collective name for several
END QUOTE
mula of some kind. There are numerous Gnostic sects which regarded the serpent
works on the market purporting to explain (Hebrew, ‘Nahash”, hence _called also
There is additional information in this
these books, all related to the Cabala (AKA Naasseni) as the image of creative wisdom.
article
about the “mysterious” diagram of
Caballa, Quaballah, Kaballah, Kabbalah, Such sects existed within Judaism prob-
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the Ophites and the statement: ‘The some of the light power of his mother.
hexagram (the Shield of David) of the Jews, Yaldabaoth creates angels to rule over the
whose thought was not always foreign to world and aid in the creation of man; man
Gnosis, may be in some way connected to himselfis fashioned after the perfect father’s
this diagram.” Ones are referred to the image, which was mirrored on the water.
article: Cabala, Name and Origin in the Man comes to life when Yaldabaoth is
same encyclopedia, wherein you will fmd tricked into breathing life into him. Thus
the ‘seven planetary rulers identified by a begins a continuous struggle between the
dot in each of the points of the six-pointed powers of light and the powers of darkness
star, the seventh being a dot in the center.” for the possession of the divine powers in
[This is an aside from the subject of man. The evilpowersput man in amaterial
robotoids and golems, nevertheless it is body to keep him imprisoned, and also
important to your on-going gathering of create woman and sexual desire to spread
information. The symbol of the Ophites the particles of light and make escape more
was a eeries of concentric circles - There difficult.. ..’ (- emphasis mine, Nora.)
were altogether seven circles, with the
The above quote shows that the possinames of seven archons : Michael, in the bility and-or idea of creating a ‘being”
form of a lion; Suriel, a bull; Raphael, a without the “great Spirit’s” approval is ilot
dragon; Gabriel, an Eagle; Thauthabaoth new! Also, when you realize-&at ‘Sophia”
(Tonu wa-Bohu”), abea& head; ErotaothJ meant ‘wisdom” to the Gnostics, and that
a dog’s head; and Onoel or Thartharaoth, uwigdom’”was said now to come from the
an ass’s head. The Archons are perhaps Qerpenr -you can more easily see how
identical with the .above generations of an *Ophite” would view the production of
Jaldabaoth. They signify the corporeal “robotoids”, and view the “serpent”!
world, which follows the middle realm, and *
In addition, we are given the name of
with which the dominion of Sophia ends” that old serpent (according to the Ophites),
(-emphasis mine, Nora) .]
it is Yaldabaoth (AKA Jaldabaoth or
In regard to the above, keep in mind Ialdabaoth), the ‘son of chaos”. Others
that, according to Esu and Hatonn, the later gave him other names, including the
‘Christian” doctrine of the Vinity” is an
name “Abraxas”. (Ref: The secret Teacherror. We have here a possible source for ings of AZ2Ages, see Bibliography.)
such a doctrine. There are other references
According to the Apocrgphon of John,
to a Vinity” involved in Gnostic ideas Sophia repented her actions and returned
found in the Nag Hammadi Library (see to the ulight?. Yaldabaoth (also spelled
Bibliography).
Further, that the name Y altabaoth), through the light received from
‘Ophites” means sernent or snake is con- his mother, Sophia, created ‘angels”, “arfirmation of what Hatonn said regarding chonsb and spheres, a total of 365. He
the “serpent people” - ‘they call them- arrogantly called himself ‘God”, above
selves by this names!! Also, we have, in the whom there was no other. He is also called
above quote, some additional references to ‘Samael”, meaning ‘Blind God”, or ‘Sathe “seven archons”, (also called seven tad’. Through the Gnostic belief that
stars or planetary rulers) which, according Yaldabaoth created *our” universe, he is
to Manly P. Hall in The Secret Teachings of also thought of as the architect of it. This
AZZAges, are symbolized in the Minorah, or idea is possibly carried out in Masonic
seven-branched candelabra of the Zionist dogma which uses “The Great Architect of
State of Israel (Please see my article titled the Univers:” as the title they use rather
THE MAGEN DAVID AND SYMBOLS OF than ‘God”. The Masonic candidate for
ISRAEL in the l/19/93 issue of the LIB- the Royal Arch Degree is introduced to the
ERATOR.) That all of the Jews agree with %ecret” narne of this “Architect”, which is
the Ophites cannot be the case. Yet, it said to be “Jahbulon”. Further, Jahbulon
appears the symbolism of the Ophites has is said to be a composite name of the
been incorporated with Jewish symbolism “Hebrew” gods, Bael and Osiris. The ‘Heat least to some degree.
brew’@ god has been interpreted as
The next reference is from The Nag =aweh” by some authors and investigait as
Hammadi Library, a collection of works tors, while others interpret
(Ref: The Brotherhood, by
including gnostic works, thought to have “adabaoth”.
been hidden about the fourth century A.D. Steven Knight.)
It is known that the ‘gnostics” included
Iquote partofapzuagraphonpage 104, the
Introduction to The Apocryphon Of John groups with various doctrines, rituals and
given by Frederik Wisse, the translator of beliefs from Greece, Egypt, Palestine and
Assyria. While the scripts found in the Nag
this text, in the above named book:
Hammadi caves were thought to have been
‘According to The Apocvyphon of John, hidden in the fourth century A.D., some of
the fall occurs when Sophia desires to them date from as early as the second
brinq forth a being without the approval of century A.D. Some of the scripts are also
the great Spirit or her consort. Conse- considered post-Christian, and-or containquently, she produces the monstrous cre- ing Christian and Jewish influences. In my
ator-god Yaldabaoth, who still possesses opinion, it is agood idea to read these texts
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with an eye for clues as to how some of the
erroneous teachings might have been incorporated into the present version of the
authorized Bible, and who the instigators
might be. The basic texts of the Nau
Testament were not composed and compiled into one text until St. Jerome in the
ftith c.entury, about the time the vowel
system began to be used. It was a little
disconcerting to me to hear that Jerome’s
real name is “Eusebius Sophronius
Hieronymous? (More on that at a later
date.) (Ref: American CoZZegeDictionary.)
Because I have indicated that “Abraxas”
isanother name used for Jaldabaoth, I will
provide more information about this representation. There is an extensive article on
Abraxas in Manly Palmer Hall’s book, The
secret Teachings of All Ages, as well as a
large picture plate taken from an ancient
gnostic gem stone. Abraxas is shown as a
body of a man with a large cock’s head
dominating the picture. He has whips in
his hands. His legs are two huge serpents,
which hold the reins of four white horses.
A simplified picture of a cock in a chariot
can be found among Masonic symbols in
Albert Gallatin Mackey’s book A History of
Freemasonry. The symbols are said to
represent ‘powers of the universe”, and
are taken from the gnostic system developed by the Egyptian Gnostic, Basiledes.
Basiledes’ system incorporated *Egyptian
Hermeticism, Oriental Occultism, Chaldean
Astrology and Persian Philosophy”.
The name “Abraxas” has been shown
by Godfrey Higgins, in his Celtic Driuds, to
be ‘numerological powers” ....“when added
together form the sum of 365.” This is the
same number of ‘creations” attributed to
Jaldabaoth in Ophite Gnosticism. The
name “Abraxas” coined by Basiledes “is a
word symbol consisting of seven letters
which signify seven creative powers or
planetarv angels.. . .‘@ In other words,
Basiledes’system corresponds to the Ophite
in significant ways (i.e., the number of
creations, or aeons - 365; the seven planetary angels; the snake symbolism; numerological powers; etc.) There is additional information theorized by Sampson
Arnold Mackey which relates the name
“Abraxas” to a bull (the Celestial Bull,
Taurus) and to the North Pole, as well as
identifying Abraxas with the solar power,
which is ‘circulated to all parts of the
universe”.
It is in these kinds of ideas that the lines
separating the truth from falsehood gets
blurred. Jaldabaoth (AKA Abraxas) was
not even considered by the Gnostics in
their system of beliefs as the Creator of the
entire universe, m the one we know. He
is designated as that fallen angel, and
‘serpent of wisdom”. God, Aton, has also
been represented in ancient times as a
sun, for He is Light, and & the central Sun
of our Universe. Therefore the symbols
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have been misappropriated, misused, misunderstood, and degraded, obviously by
creating “new” systems of beliefs. In fact,
if one goes back to the symbols of ancient
Mu (AKA Lemuria), which sank beneath
the ocean prior to Atlantis, one will see
some very different ideas involving the
representation of both the Sun and the
snake (more on that later).
Nevertheless, Sampson Arnold Mackey
may have provided us a further clue, in the
symbolism of the bull, as to the meaning of
that composite name which the Mason’s
use, Jahbulon, for “rhe Great Architect of
the Universe”.
Ja(h) = Jaldabaoth.
bul = Taurus, the Celestial Bull.
It also represents beliefs held by many
“pagans” or gnostics, who worshipped andor sacrificed a bull in their rites. Apis, the
Bull, was also used in the Egyptian Osirian
rites. Osiris was considered by them agod
of the dead, or underworld.
on = A name, or a former name, of Heliopolis
in Egypt where a ‘sun cult” was established. =On” in also a word ending used on
names given to Satan in Biblical accounts
(i.e., Abbadm or Apollyd.
From the above it can be theorized that
“Jahbulon” is, like =Abraxas”, a word
coined
to symbolically
represent
“Jaldabaoth”, or the Serpent of the Ophitesl
As for those ‘other” names of that old
‘Serpent”, there is a dandy to be found in
the Biblical account of Tyrus, Prince of the
Phoenician City-State oflyre (Hiram was a
King of Tyre who helped Solomon build his
temple and who plays a substantial role in
Masonic Dogma. *Hiram” was a name
given to several Kings of Tyre.)
Ezekiel, Chapter 28,12:
“Son of man, take up a lamentation
upon the king ‘Iyrus, and say unto him,
Thus saith the Lord God: Thou sealest up
the sum, full of wisdom and perfect in
Beauty. (13) Thou hast been in Eden the
Garden of God; and every precious stone
was thy covering...: the workmanship of
thy tabrets and of thy pipes was prepared
in thee thedaythat thou wast created. (14)
Thouart theanointed cherubthatcovereth;
and I have set thee so; thou wast upon the
holy mountain of God; and thou hast walked
up and down in the midst of the stones of
fire. ( 15) Thou was perfect in thy ways from
the day thou was created, till iniquity was
found in thee.” (Sounds like Lucifer, the
‘Serpent” or Satan, to me!)
There is additional information on the
prophesied destruction of ‘Iyre, the many
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merchants and wealth of the Prince and
the city. In fact, the account is not unlike
that prophesied for ‘Babylon the Great” in
the Biblical Book of Revelation. That which
was prophesied for lyre came to be.
Surprisingly I found more connections
between Tyre and the sons of Japheth (The
Goths, the uAryans”, the Khazars, etc.).
Another spelling and pronunciation of
r’yre* is ‘“TV. One of the descendents of
Japheth was “ririas” (AKA ‘Cyrus). Further, if you look up “cyr” in the dictionary
you find it means: ‘Scandinavian Myth,
the god of war and victory, son of Odin.”
There is a strong link between the ancient traders of the Mediterranean, the
Black Sea, Europe and the Baltic Area
which can be seen on any map of the
ancient sea and land trading routes. Also,
the Goths (AKA Germanic-Teutonic-SaxonSons of Japheth, etc.) traded with Phoenicia
(see EzelcieZ27thru 29). Since Ezekzielsays
that this former ‘covering cherub” is but a
man (at least in his earthly representation), and “TyrusR was the Prince of Tyre
(another man), it is not unthinkable or
unreasonable to state that “Odin”
was a
-man! “Odin” apparently had a family!
Could “Odin” have been another one of
those ‘Great Khans” of the MongolianNordic-Russian people? It is possibly e
and I am just as surprised as you are.
Odin is also spelled Woden, Wodin,
Woten, and Othinn in various languages
and ‘myths”. He too has come to be
known as a ‘cultural god”. I came across
some curious information in Haydn’s Dietionury of Dates. Under the subject of
“Saxons” (page 1230) there is this:
Witikind, the =great leader” of the Saxons,
“claimed descent from Woden”. Further it
states, ‘From Witikind descended the Ruling House of Wettin” (which includes severalGermanPrincesandthatoftheGuelf’s).
The present monarchy of England is descended from the Guelfs! Hence, the Queen
of England is descended from Witikind,
who claimed hewasadescendent ofWoden
(AKA Odin), the ‘god of war”! We have
come full circle it seems! The former House
of Wettin became incorporated in Prussia
during the nineteenth century.
So-it appears from the above that
Jaldabaoth, Tyrus, Odin (AKA Woden, etc.)
and that Old Serpent (AKA Lucifer) may be
one and the same entity, as well as having
been incarnated many times on Earth as a
man! Remember that Hatonn told us that
Adam Weishaupt (the fellow who started
the group called ‘Illuminati” and who took
control of Masonry about 1777) was ‘the
old boy himself”!
RegardingTyrus, Ezekiel, in 28:9, prophesied: *wilt thou yet say before him that
slayeth thee, I am God? But thou shalt be
aman, and no God, in the handofhim that
slayeth thee.”
Further, Hatonn has also said that the

‘Hosts” are vulnerable when they slow
their vibrational frequency down to appear
or manifest in third-dimensional form.
Therefore, do not be surprised when they
appear that they look like humans!
There are many more accounts of groups
who have incorporated the serpent in their
beliefs and rites. Some benign and others
not. (Ref. Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethits.) Also, Hall’s The Secret Teachings of All
Ages has many articles on the Serpent,
moreversionsof’Hiram”, and the’Odinic*
mysteries, much of which have been ineluded in Masonry.
If you do get around to reading Ezeldel
27-29, you will have a good idea of the
pattern set up between wealthy merchants
and despotic rulerssuch as King Solomon.
The pattern has not changed much, only
the scope of the operations and the names!
The “Odinic Mysteries”, their connections to Masonry, the “ruling class”, gnosticism and the Khazars will be the subject
of Section 2 of this Part III of the Series.
“Odin” has played a major role in the
‘myths” of all the Germanic peoples. The
subject is not clearly part of a series on
robotoids, yet it is part of our ongoing
unveiling of the *snake people”, who appear to have been the cause of most of our
present problems, including early beliefs
about robotoids.
One fmal point, I need to clarify the
meaning of the word ‘Creator” as used in
this article. There isonly One Creator God.
Others only use material already created in
making various things. They may think of
themselves, or be called, ‘creators” (using
asmall’c”),buttheyonly rearrange physical matter that has already been Created,
according to Hatonn.
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On Nevada

BEFORE BUTTING HEADS WITH
THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
For those of you who feel that you
have had enough of, or have already
stopped paying, the piper, you should
take a look at the merits of utilizing a
Nevada Corporation. Many people are in
the process of taking on the IRS in battle.
This diabolical,
pseudo-government
agency can become your worst enemy if
not dealt with properly. Dealing with the
IRS is an ever changing process-you
can never be sure just how the IRS will
deal with your situation. When you are
questioning the Internal Revenue Code
as it applies to you, and dealing with the
IRS with respect to their code, you may
be quite surprised to find that they have
little regard for procedures within the I.
R. Code. So, as many patriots find out
today, always expect the unexpected with
the IRS and cover yourself well before
challenging them.
For those of you who have dealt with
the IRS or have ever questioned their
authority, you may have been stung.
Just when you believe that the IRS owes
you an explanation, they come in and
seize your bank account, your spouse’s
bank account and your children’s bank
accounts - and maybe they have tied
your home and other property up with
liens. If you are in business and they are
really trying to use you as an example,
you may find them at your doorstep to
seize all of your equipment and close you
down.
How can a Nevada Corporation help
you in dealing with the IRS? Once you
understand creative uses of a corporation, you will know that they can be used
as a wonderful shelter. For instance, if
an individual was in the process of’challenging the IRS (or even only planning on
it), their first step should be.,to consider
how they can get their attachable assets
hidden. A Nevada Corporation, used as
a shelter, can be the answer. You can
legally move those exposed assets that
you have into a Nevada Corporation, and
if properly handled, you would now have
successfully sheltered those exposed

righted 1988); TheBrofherhoacl,by Stephen
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Benjamin Vincent, C.P. Putman’s Sons,
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Religions and Ethics,.by James Hastings,
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Corporations

assets from the reach of the IRS. Now,
because those assets are no longer in
your name, the IRS cannot touch them
because a Nevada Corporation is a separate and distinct legal entity from yourself. After this has been completed, you
can more safely take them on.
For those of you who are in the business world and are concerned about
potential harassment from the IRS, here
is a simple strategy to protect your business equipment: Set up a Nevada Corporation that will run separately from your
current business.
Now transfer your
business equipment into this new corporation in exchange for the maintenance
and use of the equipment. Now create
some nice labels that say THIS IS THE
PROPERTY OFXYZ LEASING, INC., 10 10
STRIP, LAS VEGAS, so that if your business was an IRS target, they could not
confiscate XYZ’s equipment. By using
these kinds of simple and perfectly legal
strategies your Nevada Corporation can

serve you well.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT

NEVADA CORPORATIONS,

CORPORATE

RESIDENT AGENT SERVICES, TAX FREE
NEVADA RESIDENCY 8a PRIVATE MAIL

SERVICES
CALL CORPORATE
ADVISORS CORPORATIONAT
(702) 877-3 197
OR WRITE TO THEM AT POST OF’FICE
BOX 27740, LAS VEGAS, NV 89126.
ASK FOR CORT CHRISTIE.

FOR GENERAL BACKGROUND INFORMATION ABOUT PRIVACY, THE
VALUE OF NEVADA CORPORATIONS,
THE MASSIVE DECEPTION OFTHE FEDERAL RESERVE AND ITS IRS EXTORTION RACKET,
AND THE GENERAL

TRUTH BEHIND OUR MODERN ECONOMIC MALAISE, SEE THE PHOENIX

JOURNALS: SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER (#4), PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
(#lo), YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON
(# 16), AND THE NAKED PHOENIX (# 17).
[See buck page for ordering information].
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An 0 pen Letter .To
Slick Willie Clinton
(Editor’s note: The following letter tiras recently sent to our attention. Wefeel it should be shared with all of our readers,
many of whom are confronting -- ‘tis the season again -- the IRS extortion racket as they tackle their tax forms.)
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President
Wi I I iam Cl inton
Wh i te House
Washington,
D.C.
20500
Dear

‘.

hilt-. President:

Your
first
concern
called
interest,
on the
the economic
I ife
blood

is
the
deficit?
accumulated
dt!f’icits
from
the nation.

It

is
that

the usury,*
now
is hemorrhaging

There
could
be no such
usury
under
Article
I, Sec.
8,
the
Federal
Reserve,
5 of
instead
of
the
Constitution
if
country
had a constitutional
(usury-free)
money
system.
Your

second
concern
trillion
because
the
$4.
upon
compounded
usury.
of that.
Both
stockholder
with
heirs
avariciously
history.

of

is
the
is mostly
The actual

“national
fraud
deficits

para.
the

debt”
-in quotes
from
pyramiding
usury
total
but
a fraction

your
concerns
are
caused
by
the
secret
class
A
owners**
of the untaxed,
unaudited
Fed who number
now
300;
and
some
are
American!
They
are
the
most
predatory
parasites
upon
a body
politic
in world

The national
bonded
indebtedness
is heavily
held
by the Fed.
The
process
by
which
.it
acquires
our
bonds
is
not
beyond
understanding,
it
is
beyond
belief.
And why
should
the
but
Treasury
pay
usury
on bonds
held
by the Fed that
our government
has
paid
for
-like
a family
squandering
mortgage
payments
on. a
paid-up
mortgage
that
should
have
been
burned?
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Mr . President,
you
have
the
power
to buy
back
the private
central
bank’
fo.r
one
half
billion
dollars.
You can
issue
the
funds
by
Executive
did
Order
President
Kennedy
issue
constitutional
U.S.
Notes
andasw ithout
Congressional
advice
and
consent.
The

class
A stockholders
and
after
80
years
they
hold
the mortgage!

million,
because

cap italized
their
of
racketeering

Fed with
but
$147
now
own Amer.i ca

Lincoln
precedent
-exactly.
100
the
Pres ident
is
There
$364
mi
I
I
ion
money
:
to
the
Kennedy
constitutional
years
pr i or
charged
a time
whet? the
money
mafia
were
issued
usury-free
at
Lincoln
has
the
jui.ce-loan
rate
of
from
24% to
36%.
usury
at
trillion
dollars
from
being
added
to
the
half
one
saved
us
is legal
usury-free
constitutional
Only
coinage
“na t i ona I debt 1’.
is the banker’s
coup
de grace.
money.
The “cashless
society”
30 of
the
Fed charter
Sec.
as confirmed
in
back
the Fed -td
1 i fe bt ood hemorrhaging
out
-the
new
Fed
owner.
Treasury
unchanged.
The
income
tax wasted
on
if
the bankruptcy
103%,
in ‘95
the economy.
jump-start

0

economy

”

off

Mr .

I

the
buy-back
recession
pad

Y
the

President,

you

have

offers
1927,
usury
Class

you
the
option
df buying
The nation’s
1966 and now.
would
reverse
back
into
the
6 and C stock
could
remain

usury
is now
can be delayed.

of
-the

8430,

it

9230,
in ‘94
is too
late

the
Fed
wi I I rocket-blast
whi le cutting
taxes.
means

and

the

and
to

the

match.

Respectfully,

George
Edward
Hiscott
Life
Member
Association
of Former
Intelligence
Officers

*Historically

a punishable

crime

until

IV

1694.

“*Gafburg
Gank of
iiamiiurg
ancl Amsterdam,
Chase
Manha t tan Bank of
Rothschild
Banks
of
London
and Berlin,
Goldman
Sachs
New York,
Bank
of
New York,
Lazard
Brothers
Bank of
Paris,
Kuhn Loeb
Bank
Israel
Moses
Seif
Banks
of
Italy,
Lehman
Brothers
of
New York,
Bank of New York.

Al I rebrint

right%

granted.
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Alert To All Our Readers!
Green’s Latest Golden Scam
2/20/93 #l

HATONN

UNCONSCIONABLE?
DOESYOURRIGHTHANDKNOWTHAT
WHICH IS BEING DONE BY THE LEFT?
Enemies come, Dharma, in the least
expectable ways. Through the “seeking”
Truth process ones go forth on journeys
into searching and end up with a multitude
ofTruth, sort-of-Truth, misinformation and
disinformation-it is the way of it. The
point in the “finding” is to have experienced, expressed and “found” that which
is valid and stands in confirmation of its
validity.
IMMEDIATE BETRAYAL
Yes, I knew that the betrayal would
come immediately following the meeting in
which we expressed the truth of what is
happening here. Do you not think the
Christ knew of his own betrayal and betrayer? Because of THAT BETRAYAL we
must now make public the sordid affair.
Does it make the betrayer “evil”-no, only
ignorant of that which he/she does. The
price being “gold” however, makes it in the
same category as “30 pieces of silver”-changed only by the passage and “inflation” values of the moment vs. the old.
Further, I feel it unconscionable on the
part of one attached to L.F. that he not only
is being pulled asunder but this “attachment* is calling ones in her realm of hopeful influence. The expression is going to be
one of denial but ones from Tucson are
making it quite clear that this is not only
going on but that 9hey” will NOT become
involved in the destruction of the Institute
or the word. If L.F. wishes to confirm this
for self I suggest he start by asking about S.
St.Cla.ire! Further, I suggest he study very
carefully the constant phone calls from
George and Desire&
George was informed he was “caught”
in the gold theft and was immediately on
the phone efforting to cover his actions
with D.O.-sender of the gold in point. You
who THINK YOU ACT IN “SECRET”-DO
NOT! Your own alliance with the ones who
claim new prophecy have sucked you into
their own subterfuge and intent to harm all
ones of the “Light”, all participants in this

little Institute, all ones here who work so
diligently for Truth and ones you say you
leave with unconditional Love in your heart.
It shall NOT HAPPEN. All ones here in
Truth are protected under very critical
structure of business corporate rules, impeccable records and total integrity. You,
L.F., ask for hearing with me personally
and turn immediately and betray trust
placed in your discretion for the protection
of other ones, with potential loss, by your
actions. Oh, you say, but I didn’t realize
that-well, check with your “soulmate”,
brother. All ones are given chance to cast
the die in their own “tooling” and it must
be assumed that you have attended your
own.
GEORGE

GREEN’S

GOLD

STASH!

I must accept that your “demand” is
specifically to do damage to others who
have served in wondrous intent-THEY
SHALL NOT BE DAMAGED. As quic&ly
as George Gmen fv&ums the ugold”
(litemzlly) and accounts for all other
such transactions--you
will tmmediately be paid in the ugold” you demand.
You wiu note that Mr. Green has not
responded to any DEMAND placed upon
him for return of HIS NOTES or hostaged
books. You ask that these ones here at
the Institute honor your notes which
you claim by your own voice to have
been made because of Mr. Green. Mr.
Green was a vaIid member of the Board
of the Institute and did intend to hold,
for personal gain, hundreds of thousands of dollars in gold coin-from
the
Institute.
I suggest you turn in your
demand to him-immediateIy!
Mr. Green
wiIl not take more from the people with
participation in this Institute. Ildi.Gmen
has told youones within hisconspirrrrcy
to demand payment in full, with interest and full value of input-IN
GOLD. I
suggest you go to when? the gold is
stored-in
Mr. Gmen’s control andpossession.

EtiSObV3OUSbJJ
. -qood friends,
thatMr.GmenwassZ’i&4ptheEkkers
and the Institute to cover his own taking of the actual .aold. This was to allow

you ones duped to believe that the gold was
placed in the possession of the Institute
and to tell ones that the Institute has no
funds but does have gold. The only gold
held has been secreted away by Greens. All
Institute gold is purchased and held as
collateral by banks-not in the possession
of said Institute or Ekkers.
Because of the constancy of the phone
calls to ones here, and especially to L.F., as
well as to ones in the now evident attempt
to cover the illicit subterfuge, it becomes
evident that Mrs. Green is also involved
through knowledge of the circumstances,
if not fully informed.
I have no input to those things which
men do-1 do have responsibility to STOP
those actions from falling on the shoulders
of innocent “victims” who do no more than
serve to the best of ability.
My suggestion to you who have made
your demands at the spurring on and
instructions of Mr. Green, is to take _wu
demands DIRECTLY To MR. GREENFO;
REPAYMENT--IN
FULL, FGR HE NRS
GLEANED ENOUGH IN GOLD ALONE TO
REPAY YOU ALL-IN
FLfLL MEASVREWITH ALL INTEREST AND VALUE. De-

mand of him the immediate restitution of
your outstanding sums-in like manner of
his advice to you against the ones damaged
by him personally. HE IS THE ONE WITH
THE GOLD YOU DEMAND.
The remainder of the Board of Directors
of the Institute (seven menbers) is handling
the matter as concerns the Institute in
corporate fiduciary responsibility and no
exception will be made for ones feeling
themselves to be somehow ‘outsiden the
rules and regulations of that corporate
structure according to the laws of the land.
There is no “spiritual” aspect involved, so
please cease and desist with your spiritualism and claims for “failure to understand” and THREATS of some type of legal
I would have a bit of input as a “friend”, action. The legal actions you have now
L.: If you take your “gold” and simply precipitated and necessitated are falling
invest it as advised by “advisers” into gold directly where they belong--against the very
seeking and mining-you are destined to ones who sought to pull down the Institute.
lose it and your proverbial rshirt”. I re- Deception works its own just rewards.
mind you-the adversary INTENDS TO
l
* * * *
HAVE IT ALL!
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[Editor’s note: It is requested
that anyone out there among
our readers, who may have directed any significant amount
of money, gold or other assets
TO The Phoenix Institute, for
variousspecificprojectsoruses
of any kind, THROUGHthe route
of George Green or America
West, please leave a toll-free
message with THE PHOENIX
LIBERATOR,
at l-800-8005565, and your concern will be
forwarded
to the Institute’s
Board of Directors for investigation and status reported back
to you in private.
Meanwhile,
we?e not done
with this “housecleaningn
of
the crooks yet!...Read on..]
* * *. * *
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW CENTER
We must ask all readers who have sent
so much as five dollars to the Constitutional Law Center-either directly to the
mailing office address: 564 La Sierra Dr
# 187, Sacramento, CA, or through America
West Publishers and/or Distributors, AND/
OR have made any donations or “deals”
directly with America West or Greens with
intent for use by the Institute, JOURNALS
or “The Word” in any way whatsoever-if
not acknowledged by the Institute or CLCNOTIFY THE LIBERATOR OR THE INSTITUTE IMMEDIATELY. We have no other
way to reach the ones of you who may have
been duped and the funds misdirected.
(The current correct address for the CLC is
the same mail office as above except the
suite number is #176.)
Many sums have been, we now find,
diverted from the Constitutional Law Center into a separate entity THROUGH THE
DIRECT ACTIONS OF ONE GARY ANDERSON. Mr. Anderson was formerly with the
Common Law Service Center and now is
with his own operation, but still housed in
the building in which the Constitutional
Law Center was former@ housed. The
Constitutional Law Center moved from any
association, including building housing,
many months ago. Thousands of dollars
are now proven to have been diverted.
I believe you as readers can now see
WHY we have offered ‘notes” against sums
given, even as gifts and donationsunless
specified for individual persons as gifts
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(and sometimes even then). This is for your
protection of KNOWING that your funds
are being utilized properly for that which
you have given same.
WILL THIS HURT THE INSTITUTE?
Yes, of course it will, but since there is
only Truth to. be offered here-it can only
strengthen TRUTH and INTEGRITY. Those
who have intent to save your nation, move
with the higher cause and actually desire
TRUTH OF THINGS GREATER THAN THE
OBVIOUS, CAN ONLY HAVE CONFIRMATIONAND REALIZE THE FOUNDATION
OF THAT WHICH IS OFFERED HERE.

Ones who jump on the bandwagon of the
human physical LIE will go their way in
confusion. I remind all ones-TRUTH CAN
STAND THE SCRUTINY OFTOTAL PUBLIC
LIGHT. WHEN THERE IS NAUGHT TO
HIDE-THE TRIAL” MUSTBECOME PUBLIC FOR THE JUDGMENT OF ACTIONS
AND THE DISCERNMENT
OF THE
“STORY” BEARERS. WHO ARETHE MESSENGERS OF TRUTH? WHO PROVE TO
BE THE “I‘OOLS” OF THE PHYSICAL EXPRESSION??
WE HIDE NOTHING! WE DO HOLD
PRIVACY UPPERMOST UNLESS YE BE

THE PERPETRATOR OF THE UNGODLY
DEEDS. WEDID NOTPRECIPITATE THlS
CONFRONTATION
OR PLAN FOR PERSONALANDEWGAIN--BUTLAWFVLLY
THERE MUST BE COUNTERACTION.
Now, as to Green’s claim that I,
Hatonn,lefttobewithhimandDesidI have this to say: IF TWAT ACTION BE
WWATYOUEXPECTOFAHOSTOFWDSO BE IT. I DENYAND DENOUNCE ANY
ENTITY CALLING HIMSELF 4cHATOw
SPEAKING THROUGHElTHER OF THOSE
PERSONS. What is-going on is not only not
Godly but is totally CRLMUVXL action and

against the laws of the land. I cannot help
what is coming down for each has his own
choices to make and his own journey to
make. This could have been resolved by
honest actions and restitution properly,
with hearing and settlement. This has not
been allowed; there is no intent to restore
value to that which has been robbed (YOU)
AND ONLY MORE AND MORE LEGAL ACTION AND PRESSURE AGAINST THE ENTITY ATTACKED. It is now removed by law
from the hands of persons involved. It is,
however, hoped that the ones at fault will
simply make good all personal gleanings
back to its proper placement so that all can
go on without further collision.

On Integrity

And

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR
2/20/93 #l

HATONN

MOSES
To you many writers who wish me to
print the portions of writings by “Moses”
which seem to have come into popular
distraction I would like to remind you: The
writings we placed in THE PHOENR LIBERATOR were placed on a public Bulletin
Board and forwarded to the LlZ3ERAToR.
We have no wish to bring any comment on
the entity or the receiver. We asked permission to print some of the work as we
would find space and that was granted.
Now, it seems, ones are upset that we do
not turn the paper over to Green’s ‘Hatonn”
and “Moses”. Mr. Green tells his contacts
that Druthea and Sananda will no longer
write for the LIBERATOR and ‘neither will
The Christ Jesus or Moses. What nonsense. Do you think the CHRIST so limited?
Truth is valid from wherever it comes
and so is untruth. The discernment and
judgment must come from the readers.
However, the LIBERATOR is NOT set forth
for such quarrels. All we did was run (in
full and without more than typographical

corrections) those writings most suitable
for sharing with the readers as deemed so
by the Editors in the spaceallowed. Reb
member, there is massive expense and
limitation as to size of papers and, for some
time now, we have been averaging 35 to 40
pages per edition. ‘Moses” was a”guesr”
and when DEMAND came-to either run
ALL writings without selection or editing,
or don’t print anything, we had to honor
that demand-so we cannot run the writings from that resource. I am sorry-it is
not our choosing.
Now, as to the demand that we run the
documents elected for not running-I will
not do that unless the demand is far more
pressing than at present. ‘Moses’ referred to you as gluttonous pigs, lazy and
blind pigs and thus and so. YOU ARE NOT
PIGS; YOU ARE SIMPLY UNINFORMED.
He and his speakers may call you anything
they wish-but not in our paper!! We are
not here to call you names as ‘pigs”; ours
is to give you support and, hopefully, allow
you to realize what is taking place so that
you might change of it positively in the light
offreedom. You are NOTgluttonous PIGSyou are the most beloved and wondrous of
all of God’s infinite creations. Do you go to
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dinner at the invitation of a friend and
demand that he serve you all you want of
exactly what you desire, including poison
in the tea cup? We do nothing to stop that
writer or the speaker. We simply are
following the very demands of those in
point. I have no further interest or intent
to waste more time and space to the subject in point. If they wish to make a paper
for you readers (Mr. Green says he is
starting one and will be running Moses’
work and such), then I certainly would not
stop the public display bf the information
for you who wish it. I would note, however,
that Mr. Green intends to cause you to
think he is receiving from ME-so watch
out! We weary of the silly and foolish
games. A being, no matter who he might
be-reaps EXACTLY that which he sows!
This is the Universal LAW, not my =wishing”, for I would ‘wish” to have NO deceivers and no enemies. GOD IS JUST. I do not
judge.
If the LIBERATOR is caused to close
tomorrow it will not fall to the pressures
of those who would have us present that
which is not Truth. If you ones want just
more disinformation
and misinformation-especially
about
UFOs
and
ALIENS-I
suggest you hurry right over
and sign up. If a man will take gold for
his own use in the betrayal of a brother,
when intended for the work of God-the
Truth is not in him. What price do YOU

place upon your own soul?

Today’s News:
The Kettle Boils
2/20/93 #l

HATONN

MIRE IN LOS ANGELES
This is so important that I cannot allow
a writing to pass without note. The situation in L.A. is so volatile that you can no
longer ignore it.
THE PLANS ARE: To get the Guard
trained for riot. This is now taking place
with stockpiles of ammunition. NOW, the
Federal Marshal’s teams are in place in Los
Angeles and under intense training.
There are over 10,000 troops (U.N.)
outside Barstow in readiness to move in
and set-up in the L.A. fringes as immediate
deployment capability within minutes into
L.A. with full armored gear and heavy
fire capability.
There is set up a plan and all necessary razor-wire in place to turn the Rose
Bowl in Pasadena into an incarceration
camp immediately. Ifyou precious sleeples
think things aren’t dangerous-LOOK
AGAIN!

NATURAL PHENOMENON?
Forget it. There is nothing “natural or
normal” about what is happening around
you. Now, in addition, in California the
idiots are digging in the massive faults
which may or may not exist-to set charges,
under the guise of ‘research”. This takes
in all the area around the Landers and Big
Bear quake activity, etc.
WEST VIRGINIA-THERE
A BOOGIE - MAN

IS

little “old folks” confiscation (which they
finally won and are doing) as the value of
the property (minimum). Note that they
have a reputation so bad that they will be
replaced by a new agency soon-however,
don’t expect great change but, rather, more
and better take-over capabilities-under
the same management but covered by bankruptcy shelter.

There is not just a little bit of pain in
theGeorge GreensituationbytheEkkers.
While Mr. Green has been calling about
the country to everyone he knows and
telling them there is no litigation on the
Ekkers’ property-that
they have just
used this for monetary gain-Mr. Green
has confiscated enough gold to pay for
their property ten times over! There

What do you think may be going on in
West Virginia with the blast, laser shows
and explosive blasting? What about all the
visible flying objects? Wake up, children,
or this may well be your LAST DREAM.
seems to be just a little something wrong in
this matter. No indeed, if this be of “their”
LEISHMANIASIS-SUDAN
‘Hatonn” instructions-I do not like that
one very much1I! But then, perhaps there
OK, today comes your conftrmation is misunderstanding as to my position and
about the “sand flies” and bloodsucking identity. I am not a cute little, or big, space
disease set up and placed into infection of alien. I am come with the Hosts of God and
Sudan and other areas. There is a “big” do not play in the ‘Yerrorize the people of
play about it on CNN, the “Puppet- Earth” game. To some that makes me a
Master’s” network of training and brain- miserable failure but to freedom-seeking,
washing information and hypnosis stag- God-respecting persons I do just fine.
ing. Get ready-because this is intended to
be every bit as big and nasty as AIDS. This
QUOTE:
is as fatal as full blown AIDS and-unless
AP, 2- 19-93: RTC PRESLQENT TO
you get your immune systems into strong
health and get your systems into higher RESIGN IN 2 MONTHS.
frequency resonance-these bastard manmade destroyers will annihilate you.
Washington-The head of the agency
that disposes of failed savings and loan
CLONING AND POSSIBILITIES
institutions will resign in two months, he
told employees Thursday.
To you who wish to deny the possibiliIn a letter, Albert V. Casey, president of
ties of robotoids, replicas and DNA dupli- the Resolution Trust Corp., wrote agency
cates-harken up to the side-news. You employees:
will note a SOOO-year-oldmale body has
“I wanted you to be the first to know
been dug up and is in pretty good condi- that I have informed Treasury Secretary
tion-cadaver speaking. But, that is not (Lloyd) Bentsen of my desire to return to
the fun .part of the story-THEY FULLY the private sector at the beginning of April
INTEND TO TAKE ITS DNA AND GENETIC 1993.”
STRUCTURE, INSERT INTO A FEMALE
Casey,,72, has been the chief executive
OVUM AND REPRODUCE CLONES. THIS of the RTC since October 1991.
IS ON YOUR NEWS, CHELAS, SO DON’T
He was appointed by the Bush AdminJUST FAINT AND MOAN “IMPOSSIBLE”. istration to reorganize the agency which
They admit, however, that they don’t know was suffering under a convoluted managehow to accurately retain the brain data of ment structure that included two boards.
the “original”. They further admit that The agency takes over failed S&Ls and
they don’t NEED a female surrogate dismantles them, either by closing them or
mother-but it would be more “appropri- selling off the assets.
ate”. Ho-humm.
A former postmaster general and former
chairman of American Airlines, Casey let it
RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION
be known privately that he would stay on at
PROBLEMS?
theagency if the Clinton Administration
asked. [H: Oh surely, and now you have
Since the RTC is a prime grief and an idea how soon the change might
misery dealer in my own circle of immedi- come-he
resigns in order to be availate personnel, I think you ones who missed able for a new position-in, say, a couple
this should have opportunity to share bits of months?]
and pieces of good information. Keep in
However, Bentsen, who is chairman of
mind that the RTC has spent over four the
_ _board that oversees the RTC, pointedly
times the amount of monev
on
--- this
_---_ one
_--_ told reporters last week that he had not yet
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decided whether to retain Casey. [H: By
theway, surely you realize that Bentsen,
through secret corporations, etc., has
gleaned billions of dollars worth of property-a
whole lot in good old Texasthrough the RTC at only pennies (or
nothing) on the dollar.]

Last Friday, Bentsen wrote Casey a
stiffly worded letter demanding the RTC try
to recover excessive fees from Price

Waterhouse 8s Co. which charged the
agency 67 cents a page for photocopying more than 10 MILLION loan documents.

The agency announced late Thursday it
had renegotiated the contract and would
save an estimated $4 million. The contract
had been expected to cost $25 million to
$30 million.
It said that elaborate security procedures established by the Justice Department were in part responsible for the high
copying fees of documents at HomeFed
Federal Savings Bank in San Diego, the
largest S&L to fail last year. p: And the
holder of the investment paper on the
Ekker property through Santa Barbara
Savings and Loan as well as Salomon
Brothers. I suppose the lawyers
must be
correct-the
Ekkerr have bankrupted
the entire of the nation over arguments
over their home. Well, the dirty little
citizen old folks were shown a thing or
two about playing around with the Justice system-they
have been soundly
beaten and to keep from being scuttled
by the firing squad-the
RTC wants to
shelter all criminal activities prior to
their entry into the matterl-as
part of
a negotiation for allowance to 8tay in
the house for a couple of months until
moving is more convenient.
In other
words-until
such time as modng
of
property is accomplished without seizure of same. Yep, this is your good old
U.S.A. in fine fettle.]

Almost from the start of his tenure,
Casey has been saying the savings and
loan bailout is nearly finished. In his most
recent public appearance last week, he
said the agency, which has spent $88
billion, could complete the cleanup for
another $25 billion.
By the end of this year, the RTC could go
out of existence, turning over any/unsold
S&.L real estate and securities to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp., he said. [H:
OOPs11)
However, Rep. Bruce Vento, D-Minn.,
one of the leading congressional critics rC
the RTC, has proposed extending the
agency’s life and making it responsible for
real estate acquired from failed banks, in
addition to failed S8r,Ls,and for properties
repossessed by the Department of Housing
and Urban development. [H: Critic??
Could this be a more massive
house” foxy deal?]

Uhen-

Tapes,

Transcriptions

&

Videos

In addition to audio tapes of meetings with Commander Hatonn and written
transcriptions
of some taped topics,
7XE WOIEV also offers other tapes and
videos on selected topics.
Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two
tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. The
transcriptions
are 83.00 each. (Mexico or Canada add $0.25 and other foreign
countries add $0.50 per tape or transcription.)
Postage is included in tape and

transcription

prices.

send check or money order to: 7XE WOaD, P.O. Box 6194,
CA 93582 or call 805-822-4176
if you have questions
or you
wish to use your Visa, Discover
or Master Card.
If you desire to automatics//y
receive tapes from future meetings, please send
at least a 850 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify
you as your balance reaches zero.
Special Ordertapes
are noted below by * and are not automatically
sent since
this material is usually either already in print or will be soon. Available written
transcriptions
are noted by #.
The following
is a complete list of meeting dates with the number of tapes
in bold in parentheses
and mentioning
if the meeting has a special focus:
Please

Tehachapi,

2/22/92(4);
3/l 4/92(4);
3/2 l/92(2);
3/28/92( 1); 4/4/92(3);
4/l 2/92(2) a talk at local Community
Church;
4/l 3/92( 1) # ‘What is a Semite?“;
4/l 7/92(l)
# “Who Were the First
Christians?”

4/2 S/92(2)* # “The Photon Belt”;
4/26/92(3); 5/l /92(l) “L.A. Riots and
The Bigger Plan”;
vwm;
S/8/92(2) radio talk show;
5/9/92w;
5/l l/92(3) * “Silent Weapons For
Quiet Wars”;
5/l 3/92(3) meeting with European
visitors over lunch;
5/l 6/92(3); S/23/92(2);
5/30/92(3)*
“The Divine Plan and
Places In Between” tapes l-3;
6/l /92(3); 6/4/92(2); 6/6/92(4);
6/l 3/92(3); 6/21/92(3); 6/27/92(2);
6/28/92(2) radio program, KTKK,Salt
Lake City, UT;
6/30/92(3)*
“The Divine Plan and
Places In Between” tapes 4-6;
7/4/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
7/l 2/92(3);

mE

W0RI? NOW ACCEPTS
VISA, DISCOVER OR
MASTER CARD

7/l 8/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
7/26/92(3);
g/3/92(2)
WV92W;

radio program,

KTKK;

8/3 l/92(2)
Anti-Christ Banksters;
W/92(2);
9/l 2/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
1 O/4/92(3);

1 O/l O/92(2);

1O/l 7/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
1O/24/92(2); 11 /l/92(2);
1 l/1/92(1) radio program, New Mexico;
11/8/92(2); 11 /14/92(3); 11/Z 2/92(2);
11/25/92(l)
radio program, Gallup, NM;
11/29/92(2);12/6/92(2);

12/6/92(2)
Cosmos Patriot Group-I;
12/7/92( 1) Cosmos Patriot Group-II;
12/l 2/92(2) Cosmos Patriot Group-III;
12/l 3/92(2); 12/20/92(2);
12/3 1/92(l)* Constitutional Law Center;
1/mm;
1/14/93(2) Seminar speech by Retired
Police Officer Jack McLamb;
1/16/93(2); l/23/93(3);
l/30/93(2);
2/6/93( 1); 2/l 3/93(2); 2/l 8/93(2);
2/20/93(2) radio program on KTKK
featuring Soltec with Hatonn.
SPECIAL AUDIO: 8/l 6/92(3)*, Col. James “60”
Gritz citizens’ patriot rally speech in Tehachapi;
SPECIAL VIDEO: 8/l 6/92, Tehachapi Citizens’
Rally featuring Col. James “Bo”Gritz, $12;
SPECIAL MUSIC AUDIO: Steven Vaus- WE MUST
TAKE AMERICA BACK”available for $5;
SPECIAL MUSIC AUDIO: Brent Moorhead - “Ln”s
TAKE OUR NATION BACK”available for $5.
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In his letter, Casey defended the agency’s
performance, telling employees: “While it
may be currently fashionable for critics to
speak unfavorably of the RTC, it is my firm
conviction that history will judge otherwise. I have no doubt that clarity of hindsight will show that you tackled an extraordinary challenge in difficult times, and
carried out your mission with admirable
resolve and competence.”
[H: I don’t
believe even Gaiandriana can keep you
from barfmg
tion!]

at this putrid

presenta-

MAYNARD CAMPBELL
Remember this good patriot friend during these immediate days. He offers his
grateful appreciation to all ofyou who have
stayed in contact and supported him with
love and sharing. Now he petitions you to
be particularly prayerful as he faces his
destiny at the hands of the injustice systern. If any of you wish to visit him, etc.,
please call 503-482-0265 for information
as Maynard has none.
Trial is set for 22-26 of this month,
February at the Federal Court building
located at 650 Capitol Mall in Sacramento,
CA. The petition is for all whocan to get to
court (so please put this on the Hot-line)
since then there is more possibility of re-

lease and fair hearing. However, it is
mandatory that all who go be respectful
of the court, show gracious restraint and
be non-disruptive of proceedings. Remember, we wish to get the man released
and not shut away for the remainder of
his life.
Please, on the phone line, give information: where, how, etc. People forget
easily and quickly. Let us support our
brothers in trouble. We can do so without massive “movementsA or alliances
with any “groups*. Power comes from
individual stance for TRUTH-with petition for assistance by the God of Source.
If YOU cannot attend personally, send
your petition via wire, fax-any way you
can. And, call and ask surrogate attendance by someone in the area who CAN
attend as a silent voice of the people. A
restrained, respectful and basically “silent” mass of staunch people-speaks
louder than all the placards
and
mouthers ones can gather. If there are
planted disrupters present-hold
your
course but do not be sucked into the
disrupters’ actions. Demonstrations of
near riot levels are expected-DO
NOT

AND SAVING OF THE CONSTITUTION
AND THIS NATION UNDER GOD.
IF

YOU SEEK “GROUPS” TO JOIN, THIS IS
NOT THE PLACE. We will offer all the
help and assistance we can as individuals and as a voice as the people ask. We
have no intent whatsoever otherwise.
I ask, please, that the Editor’s staff
ask Will Loy for permission to run, in
full, his presentation as shared with us,
in the LIBERATOR. I recognize this
person as being very accurate in his

gifted visions and in deciphered rip
msentation of those visions. TheFe is
much coming down EXACTLY as he
has @seen”’ and as I have presented.
You need your co~ir~~~ffons,
madets, that God sends His wadngs--tf
you but recognize them and know
that theycome ~nallmannersof
ways
PLAY INTO THE EXPECTATIONS EVEN and through unexpected messengers.

TO HASSLE WITH THE PLANTED HAMay the peace of God rest upon you as
RASSERS. IT IS TIME TO STAND TALL you pass this journey.
I salute you, Hatonn to clear.
ASTHE SILENTBUT POWERFULGUARD-

INCREDIBLE
(Continued

stead of being sent to Korea, I was sent to
Europe with the NATO troops and the
Sixth Fleet. In Marseille, France I learned
all about the heroin trade and its connection to the French, and to the CIAand
Air America (Airline), and the U.S. GOVernment. For many years I pieced together little parts of the story about the
heroin trade and the drug trade.
For instance, in 1940 a New York
prosecutor by the name ofThomas Dewey
prosecuted and deported a Mafia godfather named LUC@ Luciano to Sicily. If
you remember your history of World War
II, the Allies invaded Sicily in 1942. They
invaded from North Africa on to the South
Shore of Sicily. The English General
Montgomery was on the right beach and
the American General George Patton was
on the left beach. Patton wanted to beat
Montgomery to Messina. Messina was
just across the Straight of Messina from
Italy.
Montgomery, travelling
up the coast

IANS WHICH YOU ARE! THANK YOU.
In addition, please do not represent
yourselves as being from this ‘GROUP”.
There is no group here-patriot or otherwise-THERE
ARE SIMPLY “PEOPLE”
HERE, INDIVIDUALS, WHO ARE IN EFFORT AS PATRIOTS AND CITIZENS
SEEKIYG
JUSTICE AND FREEDOM

CONNECTIONS
from

page

1)

When Dewey lost the election to Harry
Truman in 1948, he went on to become a
member of the Board of Directors of the
whiskey company, Schenley’s Incorporated. Schenley’s was later to become
involved in the assassination of John F.
Kennedy. I think you can find this information in the Torbift Document and Mae
Brussel’s work also. But the connections go back much further.
For hundreds of years the British
East India Trading Company was invalved in the opium trade. The Queen of
England became the richest woman in
the world from the opium trade. An
American seaman named Captain Russell
was involved in the opium trade. In 1832
he bequeathed fifty-four million dollars
to an organization at Yale University
called the Skull and Bones Club.
The purpose of the Skull and Bones
Club was to promote the New World
Order of The Illuminati and to give its
fornia at one time, also had many con- members decided advantages in politics.

go completely around the perimeter of
Sicily to get to Messina. Patton beat
Montgomery to Messina. He did this by
incorporating the aid of the Mafia and
Lucky Luciano. If you remember, the.
name of his tank force was called “Lucky
Forward” and it was named for Luciano;
and the payoff to Luciano was that he
was to get the heroin concession for the
world and to be allowed back into the
United States.
You may also remember that not only
did Thomas Dewey arrange to allow
Luciano back into the United States, but
Thomas Dewey also ran against Harry
Truman for the Presidency of the United
States in 1948. But do you remember
who Thomas Dewey’s running mate, vice
presidential running mate, was? It was
Earl Warren who was to later become the
chief architect of The Warren Commission &potion the assassination of John
Kennedy. Earl Warren, Governor of Cali-

to the right, had a very short distance to nections to the characters described in Two of the most famous Skull and Bones
members were George Bush and his fa-

go to Messina. Patton, on the left, had to my book, 77~ SL~O&nn,e&ion.
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ther, Prescott Bush. Prescott Bush obtained the skull and bones of the Indian
Chief Geronimo by digging them up from
the grave in Oklahoma in about 1925.
George Bush somehow obtained the skull
and bones of the Mexican Revolutionary,
Emiliano Zapata, when he was associated with the oil companies in Mexico.
The name Zapata was to figure very
prominently in CIA covert actions and
drug trafficking. There are many skulls
in the clubhouse of the Skull and Bones
Club called The Tomb, at Yale.
Another member of the Skull and
Bones Club is Senator John Kerry of
Massachusetts who is also the Chairman of the Senate POW-MIA investigations. John Kerry’s investigation insists
that there were no POWs and MIAs left
alive in Southeast Asia. John Kerry is a
liar.
Another member of the Skull and
Bones Club is President Bill Clinton.
Clinton also is a Rhodes Scholar. Multibillionaire Cecil Rhodes set up the Rhodes
Scholarship to indoctrinate
selected
Americans into the New World Order.
I have many personal connections
and confrontations with the drug trafficking and the assassinations and the
connections to San Luis Obispo County.
My friend, Rayelan Russbacher, has had
seven assassination attempts on her life.
There have been a couple on my life also.
My personal friend, Scott Alexander, was
‘suicided” because he learned too much
about the drug trafficking and murders
connected to San Luis Obispo County.
Jerry Anzalone was murdered in Lompoc
Prison because of his knowledge of what
was going on in San Luis Obispo County.
Steven Carr, an ex-Green Beret soldier,
was murdered in Los Angeles by an assassin connected with San Luis Obispo
County because Steven Carr was a personal eyewitness to the drug-carrying
aircraft met by Manuel Noriega, at
Allbrook Air Force Base in Panama, and
Jeb Bush at Homestead Air Force Base
in Florida.
In the early 1970s my brother, John
Renick, was “suicided” in Phoenix, Arizona because of his knowledge of drug
trafficking and other treasonous acts
connected with Senator Barry Goldwater.
Don Bols, a reporter for the Phoenix
newspaper, The Arizona Republic, was
murdered when his car blew up in Phoenix in 1975. Don Bols was working on
the Goldwater connection to drug trafficking and land fraud.
In all, nineteen people were’murdered
by phoney accidents or phoney suicides
connected with this information. This
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shelves of the bookstores. Another good
book on this subject is The Underground
Empire by James Mills.
The Phoenix
newspaper, The Arizona Republic, and
the Indianapolis newspaper, The Indianapolis Star, are both owned by the
Pulliam family which is the maternal
side of Bush’s vice president Dan Quayle.
Senator Barry Goldwater, through his
influence as a General in the United
States Air Force, got Dan Quayle out of
the Draft so he wouldn’t have to go to
Vietnam.
My brother, John Renick, worked for
one of the many companies of the
Goldwater Corporation in Phoenix, Arizona. My brother worked for a company
that distributed soft drinks to restaurants. One of these restaurants was the
chain of restaurants called Hobo Joe’s.
Hobo Joe’s in California was bought out
by the Denny’s Corporation. Hobo Joe’s
restaurantswere owned by the Goldwater
Corporation and the Goldwater Corporation was bleeding the company dry prior
to and in anticipation of selling the chain.
Extra, extra large deliveriesoffood would
be delivered to the service entrance of
the Hobo Joe’s Restaurants. Someone
would come out and move part of the
food order into the restaurant. Shortly
thereafter, a truck would come by and
pick up the remainder of the food order.
The part of the food order that was picked
up was mostly frozen shrimp. This frozen shrimp was in the form of large
blocks, huge blocks, of frozen shrimp
and I’ll bet you couldn’t guess what was
frozen inside these blocks of shrimp?
The Christic Institute’s lawsuit called
AVRIGAN vs. THE CIA, which is about
the La Penka bombing, has information
about a CIA proprietary shrimp company at the Refrigaritos Puntarenas in
Costa Rica. This shrimp company delivered quantities of cocaine frozen inside
large blocks of frozen shrimp. The Miami
part of the Refrigaritos Puntarenas was a
company called Ocean Hunter. Ocean
Hunter was also connected to the CIA.
These’fishing boats delivered some of the
cocaine in the frozen shrimp to the offshore oil platforms of Zapata Offshore
Oil of Houston, Texas. And the Chief
Executive Officer and President ofZapata
Oil was George Herbert Walker Bush.
A former assemblywoman from San
Luis Obispo named Carol Hallett was
appointed as Ambassador to the Bahamas. The purpose of this was to shut
down a drug investigation of corrupt
Bahamian officials who were involved in
trafficking drugs to Miami, Florida. The
Miami connection to the Bahamian drug

U.S. Senate Committee on Terrorism and
Narcotics which is chaired by Senator
John Kerry. Carol Hallett’s name has
been in the news again lately because
she has accepted a position with William
Clark’scompany. Carol Hallett has many
years of connections with Judge William
P. Clark.
This is the same Judge William P.
Clark who has many connections: with
the shoot-down of the Korean Airliner
007 and the murder of its two hundred
and sixty nine passengers; the drug trafficking in San Luis Obispo County by the
Zapata Cattle Company, which is connetted to George Bush’s Zapata Offshore
Oil of Texas; the CIA’s Operation Zapata
in Florida; and the Skull and Bones Club
and its skull of Emiliano Zapata. In San
Luis Obispo County, the Sheriffs Department, the Judges of the San Luis
Obispo Superior Court and many other
officials are involved directly or indirectly with the murders and the drug
trafficking.
For example, Judge Harry Woolpert
was a good friend and sat on the same
bench as Judge William Clark and has
other connections with him. Judge Christopher Money: Money’s name can be
found on invitation lists’to Fund Raisers
and parties for William Clark and Carol
Hallett. Judge William Fredman of the
San Luis Obispo Superior Court died of
a heart attack shortly after I hand delivered a copy of my book The SLO Connection to the San Luis Obispo Superior
Court.
Judge William P. Clark has connections with Henry Kissinger and Kissinger
Associates that date back to 1945 to an
operation called Project Paperclip. This
is covered in my book The SLO Connection.
It is also covered in a book by
Clarence Lasby. It is covered also in a
book Secret Agenda by Linda Hunt of
CNN. It’s also covered extensively by
researcher Mae Brussel. Judge Clark’s
new business involves Taiwan and
China-just
like Kissinger Associates
business is connected with China, and
remember, Carol Hallet now works for
Judge William Clark.
Carol Hallet was the Director of the
U.S. Customs Service. Recently in the
news in Miami, Florida, three Customs
agents and an FBI agent were indicted
for drug trafficking.
These Customs
agents were employees of Carol Hallett.
Recently, journalist Harry Martin in
his newspaper, The Nupa Sentinel, and
also in the newspaper, THE PHOENIX
LIBERATOR, was extensive coverage pf

the Inslaw Case. The Inslaw Case was
information can be found in a book called trafficking was the President’s son, Jeb concerned with the theft of the PROMIS
TheAtinaPmjectby
MichaelWendland. Bush. Carol Hallett was successful in software. from a Crorporation called
You may have trouble finding the book shutting down the drug investigation. Inslaw. The Justice Department of the
as it has been completely pulled from the This information can be found. in the United States of America obtained this
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software program called PROMIS from
Inslaw and then refused to pay them for
it. The PROMIS Computer Software has
the capability of digging into all the U.S.
Government computer files and exposes
all the illegal dealings of the U.S. Government and connections with everything from Iran-Contra, October Surprise, Desert One, Desert Storm, George
Bush’s flight to Moscow to confer with
Mikhail Gorbachev to pay him off so that
he wouldn’t interfere, so the Russian’s
wouldn’t interfere, with the Desert Storm
operation and much, much, much more.
Journalist Danny Casolaro was working on this Inslaw Case and its many
connections. Danny Casolaro was found
“suicided” in his batht-ub with his wrists
slashed. Casolaro’s death was ruled “A
Suicide”, but it was quite obviously a
murder. Casolaro’s manuscript disappeared and has never been found.
Casolaro’s manuscript would probably
make many of the connections that are
made right here on this tape. He wrote

about, among other things, the illegal
trafficking in arms and drugs connected
to the Indian Reservations in the southwestern part of the United States. If you
remember, Barry Goldwater was involved
in land fraud connected with many of
these Indian Reservations in Arizona,
New Mexico, and Southern California.
Senator Montoya of New Mexico also
had connections to the drug trafficking
trade. James Mills wrote about this in
his book, The Underground Empire.
On January 27th, 1993, an article by
Ann Fairbanks appeared in the San Luis
Obispo newspaper, The TeEegram Tribune.
It told how Judge William P. Clark of
Pasa Robles and Shandon was instrumental in securing the Christmas Eve
(‘92) pardon of Caspar Weinberger and
other Iran-Contra figures. The reason
for this is quite obvious: because, if any
of the Iran-Contra figures go to trial, all
of the crimes of Judge William P. Clark
and Carol Hallett and their business
partners, the Judges of San Luis Obispo

County, Ex-President Ronald Reagan,
Ex-President George Bush, and many
others will be implicated in all the heinous crimes that go all the way back to
the assassination of John Kennedy on
November 22, 1963 in Dallas, Texas.
***
The references quoted in this article
are by no means a complete bibliograPhY. A much more extensive list of
references can be obtained from the author [see his contucting information in the
Editor’s note at the beginning]
of this
article; even that list is far from complete.
Tune in for another chapter of The
SLO Connectionabout William P. Clark’s
law firm of Sinshiemer, Scheibelhut and
Baggett and their previous connection to
the drug labs in South San Luis Obispo
County.
END OF QUOTING.
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HATONN

RE: LETTER FROM BRUCE METHVEN,
ATTORNEY
PHOENIX LIBERATOR C/O RICK
MARTIN, FEB. 22, 1993
There are gross misrepresentations
in the letter sent in this matter, February
22, 1993.
The letter is directed to Mr. Ed Young,
Editor. The title in point is, accurately,
Dr. Ed Young, Editor in Chief.
The letter has been sent c/o Rick
Martin, P.O. Box 1911, Suite 122,
Tehachapi, CA 93581. This is NOT the
address of THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR as
would be known by George Green. The
aforegoing address is that of Tehachapi
Distributing, Inc., a separate and nonrelated business corporation. This response will, however, include Mr. Martin
as respondent as he is a member of THE
PHOENZX LBERATOR
Board of Directors, as is Dr. Young.
The letter in point will be responded
to in itemized order of presentation. It
will also be presented in the LIBERATOR
in exact format as received (see page 25)
as our policy is to offer full rebuttal
space to any and all items questioned as

placed in the LIBERATOR. As this is our
practice under all circumstances we shall
print the letter and our response in’the
LIBERATOR issue of February 23, 1993.
Thank you for your correspondence.

the University of Science and Philosophy
v. Green et al. case (case no. No CV-F-92-

5431 REC, Eastern District of California). This can be verified from the Court
files.”

Response to above letter from Mr.
We did not state that ones have been
Bruce E. Methven, Attorney.
“held in contempt by the Court”. We
stated that Mr. and Mrs. Green and
Bruce E. Methven
America West Publishing and America
Neal 86Methven
West Distributing ARE IN CONTEMPT
OF COURT. Verification of this standing
6200 Antioch Street
Montclair Village
is registered later on in this letter.
Oakland, California 946 11
* ‘The books that Tehachapi DistribRe: George Green
uting took to the Court are still there.
Neal 86Methven File No. 9 17.0 1
However, a number of those books are
not covered by the injunction. Only the
Dear Mr. Methven:
following four books are enjoined for
copyright reasons:
Thank you for your fax-letter of FebAIDS:
The Last Great
ruary 22, 1993 regarding the matter of
Plague
George Green.
Murder by Atomic Suicide
You state you are ‘concerned about
God Said: Let There Be
inaccurate statements that have apLight and Creation Became
peared in the Liberator and want to set
I and My Father are One
the record straight:
“Five other books are only partially
enjoined, and w
be distributed if au* “Neither George Green nor America thorship is properly attributed to Dr.
West Publishers (nor anyone else) has Walter Russell and Lao Russell:
been held in contempt by the Court in
The Secret [Sacred] Spirit
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It CAN be argued to the ‘letter of the
law” that ones can get around the order.
But, the “author” demands that the
works stay RIGHT WHERE THEY AREWITH THE COURT-BY ORDER. Never
have the works in point been released to
Mr. Green or any other party. Therefore
it could be argued that Mr. Green owes
the “author” a large payment based
“This can be verified by reading the solely on the price he has listed the
Court’s order tiled August 27,1992. How- value. His last statement and letter to all
ever, Tehachapi Distributing delivered a LIBERATOR and JOURNAL readers was
number of books by [BY???] America in the amount of $180,000. Would it not
West Publishing to the Court that are not seem that Mrs. Ekker would deserve at
included in these lists and are not cov- least ‘honorable mention”? What have
ered by any injunction.”
we here? Mr. Green does present now
that he receives from Mrs. Ekker’s priCome, Mr. Methven, you were repre- mary ‘author” but even -if this were
senting the Ekkers in the matter at the. valid-does it also include all past works
very time it was established that the AND Sir. St. Germain?? Our next quesbooks in point of ANY injunction were tion is, ‘Exactly HOW did the sum move
from $87,000 to $180,000 per Mr. Green’s
’ BY” Doris J. Ekker-NOT
BY America
West. Wherein do they now make such own statements?”
foolish claim? Further, ALL parties in
Prior to court action in this matter,
point were ORDERED by the court in and at the time of the move of Mr. and
your presence to bring and turn over Mrs. Green and their businesses to Neto the court ALL copies of all nine (9) vada, it was decided to simplify the matvolumes
in question -to
the court. ter by giving the volumes in question to
The Ekkers responded with all copies an independent distributor-if
anyone
in their possession
at the very next wanted them. Mr. Martin did want same
ALL nine and took them for his own use by his own
court specified appearance.
separate company, Tehachapi Distributvolumes were placed under injunction
as can be seen by the same court ing, Inc. That company is in NO WAY
document to which you have referred.
connected to Ekkers OR THE PHOENIX
Therefore, Mr. Methven,
Even attorneys cannot read so poorly or LIBERATOR.
Mr. Tips can there are at least three glaring errors in
interpret so incorrectly.
This gift was
quite strongly advise you that the Uni- your above statement.
versity of Science & Philosophy’s attor- made freely and entirely with full knowlney, Mr. Timothy Buchanan, allowed as edge of your client. Mr. Green consishow some changes MIGHT be made which tently said that it would be difficult to
would meet requirements- IN THE FU- explain to his wife but concurred that it
He fur- was in the best interest of all involved, to
TURE FOR CONSIDERATION.
ther stated that they in fact WANTED handle it in this manner and save ship“NO MENTION OF DR. RUSSELL AND, ping and the problem of court turn-over.
IN FACT, DESIRED NO REFERENCE IN- Some of the volumes in point were
CLUDE HIM.” It was recognized that shipped to Carson City by error and
all were returned to
“some” reference could be given to spe- subsequently
cific charting, etc. ALL NINE BOOKS Tehachapi-at least that is what ones in
Tehachapi were told by Mr. Green. This
WERE ORDERED TO THE COURT!
It IS noted that in the final written took place in or around June and July,
order from the court did in fact only 1992, so it is amazing that there is now
order the four books you have listed as claim of difference-from an August 27th
mandatory for delivery to the courtdocument.
Mr. Green did, in fact, on or about
BUT, ALL NINE VOLUMES
WERE
INJUNCTIONED AND IT WAS ORDERED this same general time, send a shocking
THAT ALL ACTION CEASE ON ALL “bill” of some $87,000 for these volumes
Further, Mr.
BOOKS UNTIL SUCH TIME AS PROPER- gifted in mid-summer.
AND FINAL DECISIONS WOULD BE REN- Green and-or parties in Carson City did
DERED IN THE MATTER. That final continue to sell these books. Records
disposition, hearing or trial HAS NOT show that at least $12,000 worth of
these books were sold by credit card and
YET TAKEN PLACE.
In the hearing at which you repre- shipped by Tehachapi Disributing at the
sented the case in point and specifically request of America West as per prior
the Ekkers-you
will recall that the agreements for temporary assistance
JUDGE required that ALL of the books during the shift-over. This was to allow
be brought to him by the attending par- convenience of customers until such time
ties in the matter. The Ekkers complied as independent credit card charging capability and availability could be estabwith all nine titles.
Within
Science of the Cosmos
Phone Home E. T.-Reach
Out and Touch Someone-Like
God!
Human-The
Science
of
Man
Matter,
Anti-Matter
&
What’s the Matter
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Mr.
lished by Tehachapi Disributing.
Martin never received ANY of those sums
as agreed. This indicates that America
West fully and knowingly held funds
sent for these volumes and, therefore, by
any definition, sold these injunctioned
volumes.
Mr. Green followed on by not only
NOT complying to demand for payment
letters but did, in fact, demand payment
in full of the $87,000 and offered to apply
the 50% of the $12,000 as a portion. of
the payment he continued to say was
due and owing him from Tehachapi Distributing.
OGeorge Green had invoiced
l
Tehachapi Distributing for the books that
it delivered to the Court, although
Tehachapi Distributing has never paid
for them.”
This is also a most obviously erroneous statement and perception.
On January 5, 1993 a letter was sent
to Scott C. Tips, Esq. regarding this
matter, from the University of Science 86
Philosophy. In this letter (see pages 26
to 28) it is stated that parties have been
shown to have been selling these
“injunctioned” books. I will now note
that the parties inqoint were more specifically Mr. and Mrs. Ekker. It is further
noted that the letter from counsel for
US&P directed to Scott C. Tips was not
sent directly to the Ekkers but was
.handled silently between Mr. Tips and
Mr. Green.
Mr. Martin was faxed a copy of the
letter in point by Grant Megan ofAmerica
West and did, then, share the copy with
the Ekkers. When contacted, Mr. Tips
said simply that he had a reply ready to
send. The reply was grossly incriminating to the Ekkers for Mr. Green had
stated that there “was no such involvementn. The letter in point from Mr.
Timothy J. Buchanan is hereto attached
(again, see pages 26 to 28).
Please see attached, paragraph 2: ‘AS
you are aware, the preliminary injunction was issued directly against your
clients, Doris and E.J. Ekker, and their
agents. The order directed the Ekkers to
serve copies of the order on George and
Desiree Green and America West Publishers as well. We served the Greens
and America West directly with the preliminary injunction on September 18,
1992. You now represent all of these
parties.”
The Ekkers, in good faith, did, in fact,
immediately notify said parties and did,
in fact, immediately comply with all orders of the Court and have not even
retained an author’s copy of said works
in their possession. Mrs. Ekker has not
and does not now relinquish rights of
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authorship of these documents as scribe
for same.
You have erroneously stated that these
books are BY America West. America
West has no claim or title to any of the
books in point. They published the volumes-PERIOD.
They hold no exclusive
rights to the publishing and the books in
point and at issue ARE NOTTHEIR PROPERTY IN ANY MANNER WHATSOEVER.
This accusation and claim in behalf of
the Greens, in your letter, will have response from counsel by the Ekkers in
both the capacity of individuals and as
members of the Board of Directors of
said PHOENIX LIBERATOR.
* “Neither George Green nor America
West Publishers are printing or distributing the books covered by the injunction.”
This is particularly ‘touchy”, Mr.
Methven. Orders were taken by America
West and books were ordered shipped by
Tehachapi Distributing through as late
as December, 1992 without payment to
Tehachapi Distributing. It would thereby
appear America West was paid for same
while saving shipping work and costs.
Somewhere in all this argument seems
to leave out the ‘stated author”, in court,
of Mrs. Doris Ekker (Dharma).
Since
they are parties in point IN the injunction as primary parties in the actual
Federal Court appearance-it
seems
unduly exceptional that they have NO
CONSIDERATION WHATSOEVER. Those
books in question are very much their
property, also-having
never been paid
or given any remuneration for same by
ANYONE. Therefore, it is their express
demand that the books in point (ALL
NINE VOLUMES AT ISSUE) be retained
by the court under all circumstances.
Note the final paragraph of the letter
dated January 5, 1993:
‘We will await your written response
to this letter and your compliance with
the court’s order for impounding
of
the infringing works, both of which we
expect to receive no later than January 11, 1993. Compliance with these
demands will not prevent us from going forward with contempt uroceedings. and vou should understand we do
not
intend to waive our right to seek
contempt orders upon compliance with
these demands. Compliance will simply

mitigate the damages already suffered
from the continuing infringement if indeed it has occurred.”
This appears to be succinct and well
written so we cannot understand your or
your client’s lack of understanding.
In response to this letter and the
threat of actual contempt of court charges
against the Ekkers, Mr. Martin did, in
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fact, pack ALL books in his possession of
these titles, and did deliver them to
America West in Carson City by truck
with hired driver. This was to allow
America West to turn them over to the
Court in response to the demand as
presented to give no reason or cause of
action in any event, against the Ekkers
(or the Greens) through misunderstanding or otherwise.
When the delivery was made at the
office ofAmerica West-IT WAS SOUNDLY
REFUSED.
Legal counsels were contacted-both
Mr. Tips
and Mr.
Buchanan-and then arrangementswere
made to deliver said books to the Federal
Court in Fresno, California. These were
received by the Court Clerk. This was by
order of the Judge, Robert E. Coyle,
United States District Judge. This was
all at the expense of Mr. Martin of
Tehachapi Distributing, Inc.
If there is lack of understanding, Mr.
Methven-IT IS NOT ON THE PART OF
PARTIES HEREAT. Neither would it appear that errors in reference to this matter as regards Mr. Green in the LIBERATOR are ‘inaccurate” as referenced in
your letter.
l
“Neither George Green nor Desiree
Green has never been an officer or director of the Phoenix Institute, as such
corporate records as are on file with the
State show.’

I will assume typographical errors in
the above. We assume you are stating
that neither George Green (or) Desiree
Green has ever been an officer or director, etc.
Desiree Green is not nor has ever
been either an officer or director of said
‘Phoenix Institute”.
The corporation
entity in point is The Phoenix Institute
For Research 86Education, Ltd., a fully

authorized corporation in good standing
with an eight-member Board of Directors.
Mr. Green was, until present, a member of the Board of Directors. .Board
members were not, until last year, listed
in the Nevada records to which you refer
and would not be a matter of public
record. Mr. Green was, until presently,
an officer in said “Institute” and was, in
fact, a legal “signer” on the corporate
bank account
at Sanwa Bank in
Tehachapi, California. The Board of Directors has terminated Mr. Green as an
officer and has requested his resignation
as a Director.
Now, Mr. Methven, you finally state
that “As a member of the press, it is your
duty to responsibly investigate these
matters and not make unsupported statements to the contrary.”
I suggest that, as a member of the
press, we have investigated these matters thoroughly and find YOUR statements to be grossly and factually in total
error.
We thank you for this opportunity to
serve OUF reading audience, as always,
with both sides of any pertinent issue.
Cordially yours,
Dr. Edwin M. Young
Editor-In-Chief
THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR
Attachments
l

**

For the readers: Mr. Martin has also
replied to this letter as the misdirected
communication did, in fact, include him
and therefore his response to Mr.
Methven is also printed herein (see page
29).
(Editor’s note: The following pages 25-29 are
the relevant original legal documents.)
,

A Treasury Of Mark Twain
Let us be thankful for the fools.
If

But for them the rest of us could not succeed.

you tell the truth, you don’t have to remember anything.

Few things are harder to put up with than the annoyance of a good example.
Noise proves nothing. Often a hen who has merely laid an egg
cackles as if she had laid an asteroid.
You can’t throw too much style into a miracle.
Soap and education are not as sudden as a massacre, but
they are more deadly in the long run.
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PLEASE NOTE: The contents are offered as the personal opinions and beliefs of the author only. No liability is
assumed by the author or publisher with respect to the use or accuracy of the information herein.
THE
OUTLOOK
Hefe are someof my “intuitivethoughts
* and “reueZatims
” as

theyrelateto currenthappenings
andcomingdevelopments.

A great number of EXTRAORDINARY VISIONS AND REVELATIONS have been
__applea.&w t_ornesince t&e be--g
of the new ear. I have so very,-verv much to. &EC-&h
ew months. I am convinced beyond a
you that I can only hope to cram it all into---za----the n
shadow of a doubt that 1993 is going to be a MONUMENTAL YEAR FOR THE UNITED
STATES. Most Drobablp, 1993 will be the most important year for America and its
,
people since the Civil War!
.
It appears to me that what happens in the next few months will have ENORMOUS
IMPLICATIONS
FOR YEARS AND YEARS TO COME. I am verv much afraid that there is
a good chance that the UNITED STATES WILL NOT SURVIVE THE NEXT FEW YEARS.
But, before I start sharing all this with you, I want to make one Doint verv clear.

PLEASE DON’T MAKE A STUPID MISTAKE
I can only reDort on what is shown to me. It makes no difference if1 like it, hate it,
want it, don’t want it, believe it, or don’t believe it. Also, it makes no difference who else may
like it, hate it, don’t want it, believe it or don’t believe it. WHAT IS COMING IS COMING? I
can only honestly report on what I foresee coming and that is that. If it is coming, then it is
coqxing and it does not matter who believes it or not. In any event, IT IS BEST THAT
YOU KNOW THE REAL TRUTH! ( OnZythe “REAL TRUTH” can saue and helmyou. )
It would be very stuDid to get mad at the weatherman for predicting rain. He is only
reporting on what he foresees coming as best as he can. If rain is coming, then it is coming. I
am very much like the “weatherman.” I can only report on what I foresee coming as best
as I can. It is verv stuDid for someone to get mad at me because things are not going to go the
way they may want or believe they should. Those who let such stunid imr>ulsesrule their lives,
have only themselves to blame for the hell they bring on themselves because A FALSE
ROAD OF LIES ALWAYS LEADS TO HELL! ( Wowbeit when he, the Spirit of truth, is come,
he will guide you into all truth: for he shall not speak of himselfi but whatsoever he shall hear,
that shall he speak: and he will show you things to come.” -- John 16:13)
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Now, I have to report something that a lot of people are-going to get verv mad at.
Bill Clinton, Hillary Rodham Clinton (shejust asked the press to call her by that name) and
Ross Perot are going to take this once great nation into RUIN AND DESTRUCTION!
Very
much like Hitler, Mussolini and Stalin took their nations into ruin and destruction.
I am amazed that my vision about Bill Clint& in the September 1992 issue is already
beginning to come to pass as are most of my visions in the last issue (‘Special 1993 New Year
Issue”). My visions in the Special Report (“‘THE NEW COVENANT CONSPIRACIES’) are
also already beginning to come to pass! I Drav to God that these things will change. But in all
truth, a time of terrible retribution is coming because most people will not change.
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WILL LOYS NEWS BU-LLETIN

VISIONS
With

interpretations

and

relded comments.

VISION: A group of very poor and ragged lookingpeople are gathered in front of a dirty

store wind.ow with big iron bars across it. They are all looking at a big screen TV that is behind
the rusting bars. A big banner across the top of the window proclaims, “GOING OUT OF
BUSINESS SALE.” In the lower corner of the dirty window a red sign reads, “WARNING! All
sales clerks are armed and will shoot to kill.”
On the TV, a spectacular pageant is beingplayed out. It looks like the most fabulous
coronation ever held on earth. A woman dressed in a gorgeous long green gown- is setting on a
solid gold throne in the middle of what appears to be an elaborately decorated cathedral. The
audience is made up of very well dressedpeople wearing lots ofjewelry. Ashundreds of trumpets
sound a wondrous fanfare, a man appears behind the golden throne and places a jewel encrusted
gold crown on the woman’s head. A huge cheer goes up from- the audience before the throne.
Then they begin to chant, Tight more years! Eight more years!”

INTERPRETATION

It is Bill and Hillary Clinton’s SECRET PLAN to stay in
power for all of their lives. Bill Clinton will now do WHATEVER IT TAKES to stay in
power for the next eight pear8 and then Hillary will do WHATEVER IT TAKES to become
president for the next eight years. At the end of that time, they hope to have established a
VIRTUAL DICTATORSHIP IN THE UNITED STATES.

COMMENTS:

wh en I now look at. the. Clintons, a vision of the Ceausescus appears to

me. The Ceausescus were the man and WLfeckctators of communist Romania. During the
breakup of the communist empire, they were captured by the military on December 23,1989.
FolIowing a trial, in .ybich they were found guilty of genocide, they were executed by a firing
squad. Their execution was shown on television. I believe the “Ceausescu vision” indicates that
the Clintons will NOT totally succeed in their plans. But, I do believe they wiIl be able to
bring much HELL upon this earth for the poor people of America!

VISION: Ttuogroups ofpeople are arguing while a group of old people are cowering in the
far corner of the room. llte first group has a big knife and it seems they want to cut some of the
old people’s hands and feet off so that they can feed them to their big fat cat called, “Deficit.” The
second group is saying, ‘Y%owis not the time to make such cuts.” The first group replies, ‘We all
have to make sacrifices for Deficit.” (7 note that both groups have all of their hands and feet.)
They then say, ‘What about some arms or legs for the bastards of whores?” The other group says,
‘If you -whut the cuts, you-should-say- ‘children? Say%-ildren! and most-of these&&-p-will
let you cut their heads off.”
INTERPRETATION:

The Clinton administration will USE the “Federal Deficit”
and so-called “children’s needs” as an excuse to do almost everything. They will use them
to CUT Social Security, medical care-elderly
and all pensions. They will also use
both the deficit and children’s needs to put MORE TAKES on Social Security, medical care,
all pensions and all income from savings. and investment.

COMMENTS:

Don’t think that just because the Clinton administration does not get
what it wants NOW, that there wiR be no such CUTS or TAKES. I foresee them coming back
and back and BACK AGAIN for as long as it may take .until they get everything they have
purposed. In other words, ALL PROPOSALS FOR CUTS AND TAXES WILL BE ENACTED
IN THE FUTURE! (2hey~get
their arms, ,Zegsand heads!)
Of course, this will be all wrong and bad. It will be terrible for the nation and its
people. But, it appears clear to me that the whole government is insanely stupid! BILL
CLINTON

IS GOING TO BE THE SINGLE WORST PRESIDENT IN THE WHOLE
HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES! Nothing likethis has ever happened before.
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WILL .LOY’S NEWS BULLETIN
THE

HORIZON

Here are some of my recent “visims” and “revelations” to do with
coming events, national und world dfnirs wad fiture happen%s.

.

nose of you who have been with us for the last two years, will remember my visions and
revelations about how AIDS would produce a NEW SUPER-CONTAGIOUS
FORM OF
TUBERCULOSIS. This has hapnened! In fact, the government has just grouped those who
contract this new disease into the same group as those who have AIDS. This will soon cause a
big PHONY jump in the AIDS STATISTICS. The government will soon use these phony
statistics to claim they need MORE MONEY FOR AIDS (a lot of social worker types, doctors,
drug manufactures and hospitals are getting rich on Aids). It appears to me that we can take
everybody’s money in the whole nation and poor it down the AIDS hole and it will do no
good! The ONLY THING’that will stop this modem plague is a QUARANTINE.
The fact is, 90 percent of the people who get AIDS get it through “SODOMY.” And the
other 10 percent WOULD NOT have AIDS ifit were not for the “SODOMITES9’ freely
sprea.diag it. Also, there would be no new super-contagious form of TB spreading across
this-nation if-it were--notfor $&$OD_C)MITI$S WITH AIDS BEING FREE TO SPREAD ANY
NEW DISEASE THAT THEY MAY GENERATE. Yet, it appea& to me that this is imlythe
FIRST OF MANY MORE PLAGUES that will come out of AIDS. Millions will have to die
on the altar to SODOMY before reason and truth will prevail. Nobody has a right to give
someone else a terrible disease.

You don’t have to believe in God, morals, right or wrong, the Bible or anything else to
understand that there is now a very real CURSE on “sodomy.” (Maybe you know about
Sodom and Gomorrhu, the two cities in the Old Testament that God destroyed because of their
wickedness? 27~ men of Sodom practiced 3odomy”and it is from this that we get the term
‘sodomy. ” )
One of the very first actions of President Bill Clinton was to give special rights
and privileges to the SODOMITES. I believe this is one more sign that the Clinton
presidency is CURSED! (Of course, the Clintons don’t realty care about the sodomites or

any other such group, they just intend to USE such groups to gain and keep total POWER. They
lust after POWZZR like an insane drug addict lusts after drugs. )
“Woe unto them that call evil good, and good evil; that put darkness for light, and light for

darkness; that put bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter!” (Isaiah 5:20)
XXXrWXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxxxxxx
Those of you who have just joined us in this PROPHECY COUNTDOWN, might be
getting the idea that I am NOT some phony phone psychic handing out sweet sounding
bunkum, gossip about movie stars and bogus lottery numbers.

YOU ARE RIGHT!

The fact is, I am a REAL MODERN DAY PROPHET, verv much like the ancient
pronhets of the Old Testament, and my REAL PROPHECIES about the REAL WORLD mav
shock, thrill or scare the hell out of you. But, my hard hitting prophecies HAVE BEEN
COMING TRUE and ARE COMING TRUE! The way things are now going, YOU ARE
GOING TO DESPERATELY
NEED TO KNOW THE “REAL TRUTH.”

Let’s get it real straight! AMERICA AND THE WORLD, as we have known it, ARE
NOW COMING TO AN END. Things are never going to be the same from now on. Everything

is going to totallv chance and then change again. The collapse of the communist empire was
only the verv beginning of 7
that are now developing throughout the
whole world, including the United States. Not all are bad or good, but all are enormous.
You can count on me to give you the real truth as it is revealed to me. You cannot count on
me to give you sweet sounding lies that will make you feel good until you find yourselfin an
unnecessary hell. The real truth is, you are a CHILD OF GOD, you are NEVER GOING
TO DIE, and you have a WONDERFUL FUTURE if you know the “REAL TRUTH.”
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NEWS POINTS

Here is a list of future news itemsandflash& that have tecentZy appeared to me.

NOTE ----- 1We now know that the MAJOR NEWS MEDIA LIED all last year about the

economy (ezzctly USI foresaw). Many so-called experts now say the real recession
ended in 19913 The year of 1992 was great! (It appears to me that they wiZZ
once again be telling big lies atEthis .yeczrabout the phony recovery. I will have
the real truth for you as we move through this verlYcritical year. I PLEASE NOTE:
The economy is now recovering BEFORE the Clintons have done anything. 9i.s
recovery .will be destroyed AFTER the Clintons begin to DO all the wrong things! )

JJJ

JJJ

The STOCK MARKET will be much in the news. (Everyone is going to potlr their

money into the stock market until wa.vafter the economy real&vgoes under and then
they will lose evervthing. I will have a lot of new visions about this, as WR go. )

FLASH ---- The item first signs of “CLINTON’S WAR” will soon begin to appear in the news;

(I Willbe sharing some very shocking new visions with you in the next few months. )
(It should be very
clear that this is not the time for the United States to be dismantling, gutting and
demoralizing its armed forces. But, that is exactly wh$ will be happening. )

JJJJJJ

Very serious turmoils in Europe will be making a lot of news.

JJJJJJ

Ross Perot will be back in the news again. He is a News Media darling. (Ross
Perot spent over sixty-eight million with the sole purpose of putting the Clintons
ira
As it is, they
into power. u
0
Ci
only got 43% of the vote. That means that almost 60% of the Ame*ricanpeople
voted against the Clintons. In the 1988presidential
race, MichaeZ Dukakis got
45% of the vote and HE LOSTf Ross Perot tricked a lot of Deoole who should now
wise up. You may know the old saying, Trick me once, shame on you. Trick me
twice, shame on me.” )

IMPORTANT WORLD DATES FOR MARCH 1993
It appears to me that MARCH 1993 will be a month in which the FALSE CELEBRATIONS, that were
begu.nlast month, will continue. A lot of people are going to be totally taken in by these false celebrutions
and they will end up losing everything, even any chance at some happiness. BEWARE OF AZL THE SOCALLED “GOOD NEWS” I will have some very serious warning and advice for current subscribers to
my ‘Zife Cycle”service.

WORLD’S MOST POSITIVE i3AYs.i~ 1st i-;-i 10th :. . 17th . . .25th ; . .31st
WORLD’S MOST NEGATIVE DAYS. . .5th . . .8th . . . 15th . . .24th . . .29th
WORLD’S MOST SIGNIFICANT DAYS . , .3rd . . .18th . . .28th

-

REAL PRAYER
On MARCH 28, 1993, I will be devoting the entire day and night to Real Prayer. i will enter a cheep
mystical state of intense communion with the Divine Mind starting at 4:OOA.M. (Pacific Time ) and
ending at 12:00 midnight (Pacific I’ime ). I inviteyou to take a few minutesand spiritually join me,
anytime during the day or night, in meditating on this Special Prayer and its mystical meaning. Also, if
you have a “special need”of any kind whatever, please write and let me know. I will include your special
request in my intensified prayer. All contributions and gifts are greatly needed and very much appreciated.
THROUGH THE DAYS OF THE CbMlDJG YEAR

0 Lord guide us through the perilous days of ihis coming year. Shoti i~sthe right Wai so that ‘we may trod the
path of your desire. Prepare our way so that we will not slip into the pit of error. Give us spiritual sight so that we
may look-forward with hope. Light the dark skies of uncertainty with tM guiding, st;ir of truth.Shielduswithyour
’
divine love. Show us the way, 0 Lord, and we will follow thee thrbu$ & the ‘universes of time.
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Last chance to get this

special

report!

( PLEASE NOTE: We do not sell or.handle back issues or reports.
This special report will not be available later. ) .

11ear Spcc~al Friend:
There arc some INCREDIBLE
NEY DEVELOPMENTS
coming that YOU
llJ3SOLUTELY
AND DESPERATELY
NEI?D )rO KNOW ABOUT!
This nation is now on the
verge of ENORMOUS
CHANGES that would have been thought almost impossible only a

few years ago, C:
Read Wha Mr.

.- .--.._ - - __.__---_

-_-.._I_-___ _._ _

.- _.“In the early days ofthk 1992 presidentiaLrace,
a*.‘NEW COVENANT’ was offered to the
p+yle.ot Aqkrica; feti beti& noticed $t the timk’or xidw &en remember. But it was offered and the
people of America have,now accepted that ‘New Covenant.’ HOWEVER, it appears to me that
THEY DO NOT YE?" REiLLY,KNOW the TERRIBLE
CONSEQUENCES
OF WHAT THEY HAVE
,iCCEPTED.
THEY DO NOT YET REALLY KNOW the VERY REAL HORROR of what is now
coming for Atnerica and its people. THEY DO NO? REALLY YET KNOW anything about the ‘PAC?”
they have signed in BLOOD, and THEY DO NOT REALLY YET KNOW IN WHOSE BLOOD THEY
IJAVE SIGNED IT!”
.
Then said Jesus, Father,

forgive

them; for they know not what they do.

(Luke 23:34)
“LVhat I am about to now reveal to you may frighten you to the point of tears, BUT YOU$lUST KNOY
Therefore, pray to God to give you the strength and read on. No matter how
SHOCKING
and TERRIFYING
these extraordinary
&w visions and revelations
are, YOU
AlUST KNOW THE REAL TRUTH because it is vital for you to have time to prepare yourself.
YOU MUST KNOW ,NOW, even though a big party is going on all across this land, because later
Fvill be TOO LATE! Therefore, DO NOT let the’FALSE CELEBRATION
of the moment deter you
from pursuing the REAL TRUTH because it is YOUR ONLY REAL HOPE.”
And ye shall know the truth-nd-the

truth-shall

(Jesus Christ, John

make you free.

8:32)

l

YOU NEED TO KNOW about the GREAT CONSPIRACIES
that have been, secretly carried
out in the last few years because they ‘are soon going io DRASTICALLY
CHANGE EVERY
ASPECT OF AMERICAN
LIFE! Th is is the END OF AN AMERICA
we once knew. You
must begin to get ready - NOW! _

l

YOU MUST KNOW

l

DECEIVED

whv and how the people of America have been DIABOLICALLY
for years because the truth could save your life and SANITY.

.

YOU NEEDTO

KNOW who

that

will destroy
l

hlII,LTONS

and what will be behind the coming ‘REIGN
OF LIVES and TEAR TJJTS NATION INTO

NE:E:Dto be able to see beyond all the lies and dcccption
PJ7’S OF lJEJ,J, that. many others will soon IN falling do.

YOU

OF MADNESS’
I’IJSCES.

so that )ro~ can avoid

all th

.
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in hks SPECIAL NEW REYUHI’, to rcvdai smw of the most

PHOFUUMiLY
IhlPORTANT,new
visions and reqelations that he ha’s ever published.
These new visions rna~q
SCARE THE HELL OUT OF YOU1 But, nb.matter,-how SHOCKING and TERRIFYINGlthcse
ASTONISHING: NEWVISIONSAND REVELATIONS are, it is EXTREMELY IMPORTANT that YOU
KNOlV THE REAL TRUTH NOW because you tin stilsavc
vour$elf. You need to know NOW
because

Inter will be TOO LATE!

Mr. Lay haa ptit all of these V&IONS, P~~EDICTIONS, REVELATIONS and
PROPFBE~IES (c& Crwhole lot more) into a *RY: SPECIAL REPORT titled, *‘THE NEW
COVENANT CONSPIRACIES.” .Ifyou will send in your EXTENSION(S),RENEWAL(S) or
SUBSCRIFTION(S)
with-mthe next few days, we ,#il.l rush you a copy ofJVil1 Loy’s Special Report 011
“THE NEW COVENANT CONSPIRACIES” ti a Free Bonus (To receive your free bonus reporl,
YOU must use the Special Form below.)
Because it will be good for both you and us, we verv much hope you will consider
extending your subscription(s) for as long as you can afford.

SPECIAL EXTENSION,
BURCHETTE

RENEWAL,

BROTHERS,

SUBSCRIPTION

P.O. Box.363: Lakeside,

Please rush me Will Lay’s Special Report on “THE kEW ChENANT
BONUS for extending, renewing or subscribing as indicated below.

FORM

CA 92040-0363
CONSPIRACIES”

I would like to extend or renew my subscription to “WILL LOYTS NEWS BULLETIN”
Square )

as a FREE

for: ( Check

Quarter Year ( 3 monthly issues.) for $15.00
Half year ( 6 monthly issues ) for $24.00

-b

( YOU SA VE $6.00*

----- Good Buy )

One year ( 12 monthly issues ) for $38.00

-

( YOU SAVE $22.00’

--- Betfer Buy)

Two Years ( 24 monthly issues ) for $69.00

e

(YOU

SAVE $5WO*--

Best Buy).

l
( Comparcd to the Quarter Ycai rate. )

,

1

I would like to subscribe ( renew or extend ) to “WILL LOY’$ LIFE CYCLE ANALYSIS SERVlCE” for;
( Check Square’)
‘
Trial Subscription ( 3 monthly analyses ) for $29.00

I

Half Year ( 6 monthly analyses ) for $49.00

-

( YOU

SAVE $9.00*

One Year ( 12 monthly analyses ) for $89.00

-

(YOU

SAVE $27.00’-

Two Years ( 24 monthly analyses ) for $160.00

-

----- Good Buy)
BetferBuy)

( YOU SAVE $72.00* ---- Best BUY)

l( Compared to the Quaflcr Yaat rate. )
MY BIRTH DATE IS:
MONTH

- DAY - YEAR

I have enclosed full payment of $
NAME
ADDRESS

__
STATE

CITY
-

( Please print or type your --.-name and addiess clearly.

ZIP
THANK YOU! )

_-EXG-R
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Warm ,Note From Gunther Russbacher
(Editor’s note: Commander Hatonn has asked that thefollowing warm andfriendly “thankyou”note be shared with all of our readers,
especially those ofyou who have taken the time and effort to send notes of encouragement to Gunther Russbacher in prison. Seepages
27 through 29 of last week’s LIBERATOR for a thought-provoking Newsletter update of his situation by his wife, Rayelan.)
Gunther
,

I

Karl Hussbacher

Captain.
U.S.N.
JCCC - 184306
P-0.Box 900
Jefferson
City,
Missouri
65 102-0900

February 12, 1993

Phoenix Liberator
Gnnnander Hatonn
Dear conmander HatOM,

For the past several days I have been inundatedwith letters, post cards
of well wishers, Please know that I had no idea why
I had been singled out to receive such wonderful gifts'frompeople unknown
to me.

and other munications

I was under the impressionthat you had mentionedmy name in reference
tZothe letter of correctionI had mailed to you. However, it must be stated,
that I had no idea.&& you would print the entire letter in your publication.
Althoughhappy to see the response generated fr&n your readers, I must
state that had I known the letter was to be published,I would have been less
inclinedto.voicemy innermostfeelings.My only regret in the matter is that
I may have alienatedmany of your readers by and through the graphic display
of my, so called, war wounds. For that, I most certainly issue apology.
Our friend and reader, ~ay[M0] was kind enough to bring me up to date,
via his recent letter,and photo copy of your article and copy of my letter.
Needless to say I was ever so surprised to see the entire letter in print,
Thank you and your wonderful readers for all that you have done to lessen
and amelioratethe conditionsof my confinement.The letters and cards contained
an outpouringof such great love that I was incapableof thought or speech.
Please know that I have never had the benefit of unconditionallove from anyone
except my loving wife, Rayelan.
Many of the well wishers, for obvious reasons, chose not to sign their
names or provide return addresses.Some of them suggested that if I chose to
render thanks or acknowledgetheir correspndence, I should do so through the
PHOmIX LIBERATOR.I do so with heavy heart, as I would have gladly written
a personal word of thanks to all of the loving and caring people. May each
of you, and you certainlyknow who you are, enjoy the blessings of God.each
and every day of your life. May He enlighten your path and bless your many
endeavors as you go forth in His name. You have my most sincere thanks!
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Your point about "Fb" is well taken. If everyone would share the same
with "Bo" about
opinion, very little would get done. Although I can ccxrnniserate
the atrocitieswe have had to endure, non action, and general inactivity are .
the true death of all nations. There is an old Austrian saying that seems to
sum up the problem in a nut shell. " God provides for all our needs, even to
the lowly potatoes in the field. He gives freely, but there is the need for
labor and toil. We still have to bend down, remove the soil, and pick up the
free potato." I pray that we never forget that there is a price for everything.

begins with some form of personal involvement.Let’s not
forget this lesson,and refrain from trying to find an easier and softer way,
:srleave the toil to someone else. Remember, that the "saneoneelse" might
not care enough to do his/her part.
Such

price

always

My wife and I are axnnittedto carry the flag into battle. There is very

Little we have not already risked for the sake of educatingthe American people
to the truth. As in all battles, we have sustained serious hits, and have become
casualtiesof the war of the "Power Brokers" of Washington.However, God
willing, we shall continue the fight for as long as we are permitted to draw
the breath of life. Too many horrible things have happened to us to merely
be chased fmn the field through threats of violence or financialruin. Violence
has been my way of life for nearly 25 years, and the thought of facing financial
ruin holds rxosting since they have already managed to destroy us financially.
That's why it's relativelyeasy for us to fight them. They can't do mre than
take our lives. Maybe that's why we appear to be brave in the face of such
desperateconflict.After all, what can they do to those who have nothing left
to lose? Guided by the One who is the "!+ostJust Judge of all Men" the fight
shall continue to be brought to them, wherever they may choose to hide.
Again, many thanks to you and to you and to each and every reader for
taking the time to write these wonderful and encouragingletter. I value and
treasure each and every one of them. Thanks for all you have done for.me, as
well as the entire group of sufferingbrethren.
In closing,permit me to tell you haw I beccme the centerfoldof negative attention.Several years ago, a friend and associateHeinrich Rupp was
arrested, charged,prosecutedand-convictedby a Denver, Colorado United
States District Court. He was one of the pilots of the fateful October 19, 1980
flight from Washingtonto Paris. After some time, my a-pilot, Richard Breneke
came to Heinrich'sdefense, testifyingthat there was no crime comnitted in the
Denver fiasco. Harry was subsequentlyreleased from confinement.(after 2 years)
Richard was subsequentlyindicted for perjury. I came to his defense. Richard
was acquittedby his jury, and I became the new target of government persecution
to shut up the flow of harmful information.
I chose not to bring forth any members of my team 'and to have th&rush
to
my defense. Had I done so, I would have been.freed,and the next man would have
had to suffer for his,generosity.I said,.for me, the buck stops here.
I close with gratitude in my heart for you and your caring readers, and
remain forever,

rYlgSt
respectfully,your-humbleservant,

j&&fk&$w&
Gunther K. Russbacher

-
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New Products.
1

GAIANDRIANA

Gaiandriana is a non-alcoholic health
tonic which provides basic “foods” to help
cells, weakened by the stresses of modern
life, to return to a state of health.
The better our cells function, the greater is
the stamina returned to our internal defense
systems, and the better we can counter the
constant onslaught of biological and viral
invaders. The end result is a feeling of wellbeing by, of course, being well!
.The Gaiandriana (commonly referred to
as “chondriana” in the Biological literature)
are capable of intelligent, organized attack
against cellular invaders like viruses. Think
of it as a apac-man’) operation of sorts.
However, beyond that, the Gaiandriana are
capable of stimulating cellular structural
repairs due to damage caused by, for instance, free radicals and cumulative levels of
so-called “background” radiation in our
modem environment. Healthy DNA and RNA
within the nuclei of our cells then lead to
properly formed and concentrated enzymes,
upon which healthy cellular function depends.
Gaiandriana liquid is made entirely fmm
wholesome natural ingredients.

batteries, then lead to impaired cellularfunctioning and health. Thus is the importanceof
Aquagaia, with its assirnilatable supply of
healthy mitochondria - like ‘fresh batteries” for the body’s cells.
The better our cells function,the greater is
the stamina returned to our internal defense
systems, and the better we can counter the
constant onslaught of biological and viral
invaders. The end result is a feeling of wellbeing by, of course, being well.
2111193
GAIANDRIANA

#2

HATONN

AND AOUAGAIA:

viruses than those mentioned above. All
viruses known react in generally the same
manner.
It is known that many diseases are due to
retroviral DNA and these are the most affected viruses by the Gaia-chondrianas (living CIyStal forms). We, again, make no
medical claims-we are simply reporting in
an effort to explain WHAT takes place within
the cellular structuresof living organisms. If
youreallywanttowitnessremarkablegrowth
inplantsandgoodstaminaandhealthinpets
and other animals-try a little of these additives as you would vitamins or fertilizers. Use
inam$llyvitaminC based solutionon same.
At transplant time for garden plants and
houseplants-soak their little root systems
in this natural and mild solution. Just add a
tablespoon of Gaiandriana, a few dmps of
fiquid vita-nh C or C+rystals b a qu&

of

water and let set for 48 houethen
it is
ready for use. It will not negatively interact
with anything other than perhaps harbored
viruses and disease spores and organisms.
NOTE

Ifany productyou receivehas an unpleasTo help in understandingthe workings of ant odor-it is from the finishing culture
toa.iranditwill
these organic =pac-men”you must realize prtxxss. ~wt&bott,leopen
that there is a protein covering ‘cap” on quickly dissipate. Then, depending on taste
viruses. The protein cap is centered on a and preference-refrigerate-igerateeropeningan
charged zinc atom and is the part of the virus re&sing.
that recognizes and binds to DNA-in turn
IMPORTANT: Do not mix the two,
allowing the virus to reproduce.
Gstiandriana tid Aquagaia, together for
Aquagaia, in conjunction with the storage as the Aquagaia (mitochondria) is
Gaiandriana, knock out the zinc atom (a aggressive and begins to “eat” the
simple “charge” change), which renders the Gaiandriana for fu6l. They go about their
protein ineffective. This is a breakdown of appointed tasks once ingested, but in
“parts”oftheGaiandrianamale/female DNA bottle prisons they are not particularly
structure which release many working vari- compatible once the available fuel supply
ants but frees the Gaiandrionettes or “kill- is exhausted. Juices are excellent to take
AOUAGAIA
ers” to take out that zinc atom and pass right with the Aquagaia because the mitochoninto the affected cell. Without the “cap”, the driamusthavethefuelderivedfiomsame,
Complementary to the Gaiandrianaprod- viruscannot reproduceandinfectmorecells- the most ef&ctive juice being from the
uct, Aquagaia is also a non-alcoholic health further, the damaged virus feeds the tropical uGuavap firuit. Any juice is fine,
tonic which provides basic “foods” to help Gaiandrianaunified cells and the circulating however, and is most pleasant to Intake.
Diabetics should utilize whatever juices
cells, weakened by the stresses of modem mitochondria.
Healthy cells are not affected because are avaIlable on their food plau to keep
life, to return to a state of healthy function.
Aquagaia contains mitochondria. These theylackthezinc-centered proteincap on the within the safe guidelines for calories and
other reqairements.
are the major biochemical energy “proces- virus.
These “Gaia” compounds have an effect
The most innocuous and easy iutake
sors” within cellular metabolism. First, enzymes begin the breakdown process of or- on cancer cells because they stop an enzyme available is simply a few drops under the
ganic nutrients (like fats, carbohydrates and on the cancer cells from producing a umes- tongue, both products taken at the same
Once
proteins) to intermediate substances such as senger” molecule that blocks a second en- timeoratdBxenttimesoftheday.
amino and pyruvic acids. Then, in the next zyme from attacking the cancer cell’s DNA. the uinitial” program is begun and main“bucket brigade” step, these various acid The compounds (Gaia) have been seen to tenance is followed, cerW.u@ the drops
molecules am processed within the mito- actually take-out leukemia, breast, brain under the tongue are the least aunoyiug to
chondria to release chemical energy recog- and colon cancer cells. We have no claim to any daily reginien.
anything other than stating that people utinized as adenosine triphosphate (ATP).
A-C-E ANTI-OXIDANT
FORMULA
About 95% of the energy needed to “run lizing these simple and natural substances
the machinery” that keeps each cell going do show improved well-being and do report
There is growing evidence that essentially
and healthyisproduced in the mitochondria. feeling generally and, often remarkably, imUnfortunately,themitochondriaare particu- proved as to state of health, thought pm- everyone in our society is exposed to free
radicals, now more than ever, While free
larly damaged by free radicals and cumula- cesses and stamina.
The obviousconclusionis that there might radicals are normal products of our cells and
tive levels of so-called ‘background” radiation in our modern environment. These well be good reports of better health and have certain beneficial roles in the body,
compmmised mitochondria, like half-dead faster recovery following infection by other increased levels of free radicals in our body
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tissues canbedetrimental to our health. Free around monasteries in Japan, where they Japonicus, Fungojapon Kombucha, Pichia
Fermentans,CembuyaGrientalis,Combuchu
radicals are highly unstable substances pm- still live today.
The
name
Ginlcgo
may
come
from
the
Tscharnbuao,
Volga-Spring,Champ&nonde
duced in the body through, among other
Kwassan,andKargasokI
routes, the metabolism of oxygen. Free radi- Chinese Sankyo or Yinkuo (Yin Guo), mean- LongueVie,Teekwass,
The Mo-Gu fungus constructsin a memcals multiply through a series of chain reac- ing “hill apricor or “silver fruit?. The word
tions and can attack the polyunsaturated biloba means “two lobes” and describes the braneformand is a symbiosisofyeast cells and
fatty acids of cell membranes. Unless excess young leaves. Although modem medical different bacteria. Among these bacteria are:
free radicals are neutralized, they can cause research focuses mainly on the leaves of BacteriumXylinum, Bacterium Gluconicum,
considerable damage to the structure and Ginkgo, the Ginkgo fruitsand nuts have been AcetobacterKetogenum,andPkhiaFermentans.
The MoGuftmgusneedstoliveinasolution
function of cell membranes, and thus the used in China since time immemorial as a
Ancient
Chinese
composedof common(black)tea and sugar. In
cells themselves. The products from free delicacy and tonic food.
radical reactions are implicated in the pm- texts record Ginkgo’s use as a medicinal the pmpertemperatureenvironmenttheymulgmssive accumulation of deleterious cellular agent as far back as five thousandyears ago. tiply constantly. They do not build sporesas
The Ginkgo Biloba extract is a complex yeast normallydoes, but insteadmultiplyby a
changes over time, which may eventually
result in recognizable disease. Free radical compound. The green leaves of the tree are pmcessof branching.
damage is implicated in the initiation and usually harvested from trees grown on planCHLORELLA
promotion of many cancers, as well as hard- tations in South Korea, Japan and France.
Ginkgo is reportedto have a naturalaffiiening of the arteries.
Chlorella is a single-celled, fresh-water
One area of Aging Research suggests that ity for the nervous system. It also seems to
free radicals damage body cells and cause the stimulate the vascular and endocrine sys- algae. Believed to be the first form of life with
pathological changes associated with aging. ternsthat, in turn, stronglyaffect the function a true nucleus, chlorella dates back appmxiBesides being byproducts of the metabolism of the nervous system, possibly increasing mately 2.5 billion years, making it pre-Camof oxygen, such as during strenuous exer- the capacity for normal physical activity,and brian Through the process of photosynthecise, we also generate significantlevels of free the flow of blood to the brain. Some research sis chlomlla cells reproduce themselves by
radicals from the environment, such as from indicates the possible effectivenessof Ginkgo cell division at the rate of four new cells every
17-24hours. It was not until the 1890sthat
so-called ‘background” levels of ionizing ra- in the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease.
Due to its pharmacological properties, chlorella was identified under the micmd&ion.
Cooperative defense systems that can Ginkgo is now widely used throughout Eu- scope. In naming it, the prefix chZorwas
protect the body from free radical damage rope for treating many forms of vascular selected tosigni&gmen,whilethesuffieEla,
include certain enzymes and the antioxidant disease. Inasurveyofpackaginginformation indicates small. Chlorella is the most revitamins A, C, and E and beta-carotene, of European products, Ginkgo has been searched algae in the worldand remains the
which protect celI membranes from oxidative recommendedfor suchailmentsas headaches, most popular with millions of consumers
damage. Vitamin E, one of the fat-soluble vertigo,innerear disturbances,diminishedin- world-wide.
Chlorella is a nutritionally
balanced
vitamins, is present in the blood as d-alpha- tekectualcapacityand alertnessas a resultof
tocopherol and is welI accepted as the major insu&ientcimulationtothebmin,anxiety,and whole food and contributes to the health
antioxidant in lipid body tissues. Vitamin E depression,to name a few.
and growth of human cells like no single
is considered the first line of defense against
GinkgoBilobaExtmct(24%)isamcentmtedvitamin or mineral possibly can.
cell-membrane damage due to peroxidation. I?omthe leavesof the GinkgoBilobatree. The
Chlorella is extremely high in protein
Vitamin E scavenges free radicals, terminat- highly specializedextra&m process yields a (60%) and contains more than 20 vitamins
ing chain reactions and confining damage to 50:1 concentratefrom the leaves (50 gmms of and minerals, 19ofthe 22 essentialand nonlimited areas of the membrane. Selenium leaf pmduce 1 gram of extmct). The extractis essentialamino acids, enzymes andchlorella
contained in the enzyme glytathione peroxi- thenfurtherstandardizedto contain24%of the growth factor. It is one of the richest sources
FIavoglycosides.
dase is the second line of defense that de- activeGw
ofRNAandDNAknownandhastwentyti.mes
strays peroxides before they can damage cell
as much chlorophyllas alfalfa, 10times more
membranes. Beta-carotene, a precursor of
MO-GU ELIXIR
than other edible algae including spirulina,
Vitamin A, also traps free radicals. Vitamin
and 10 times more than barley grass.
C is water soluble and serves to neutralize
Chlorella is a natural vitality enhancer.
The first rxxoded use of MO-GuElixirwas
free radicals in aqueous systems.
duringtheChineseTsin-Dynasty
in 221 B.C. It The vitamins found in chlorella cells inThe antioxidants show promise as can- was referredtoas’ ?ldbmdyfwlirorao~
elude: Vitamin C, provitamin A, B-carocer-prevention agents, alone and in combi- or y llae &ine 7&W.
tene, chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b, thianation.
It has beenwell documentedthat theream mine (B 1), riboflavin (B2), pyridoxine (B6),
certainpeoplewholivetobewellpastahundmd niacin (B3), pantothenic acid, folic acid,
GINKGO
BILOBA
yearsof age. Thesepeoplelive in suchareasas vitamin B- 12, bio.tin, choline, vitamin K,
(Ginkgo Biloba extract 24%)
themountainousCaucasus,YakutiainSiberia,PABA, lipoic acid, inositol and para-amithe FWaya Districtof the Ukmine,Tibet and nobenzoic acid. The minerals include:
The Ginkgo Biloba, or Maidenhair tree, is Spain.ThereisanamainRussiacalled~k
phosphorus, potassium, iodine, magneone of the oldest living species on this planet. where the people am a dairy- and vegetable- sium, sulphur, iron, calcium, manganese,
Ginkgo has flourished almost unchanged for eating populace. Centenarians axe common copper, zinc and cobalt.
150 million years, and its ancestors can be amongthesepeople.TheyatttibutetheirlongevThe amino acids include: lysine, histraced back 250 million years. It is because itytotheYeastEnzymeTea(Mo-GuElixirjwhichtidine, arginine, aspartic acid, threoinine,
ofthis antiquitythatthe Ginkgo Bilobatreeis hasbeen intheirdiet forhundredsofyeam.It is serine, glutamic acid, proline, glycine,
called u the livingfoss3’. Individual trees are said that Mo-Gu and yak butter are staples alanine, cystine, valine, methionine, isobelieved capable of living 2000 to 4000 years, among the dwellersof the high Himalayas.
leucine, leucine, tyrsine, phenylalanine,
J
During the last ice age, Ginkgos nearly beMo-Guhasbeenusedthroughouthistoxyinornithine, tryptophan.
came extinct. These trees survived only in China,Japan,Russia,Korea,and India It has
The suggested daily consumption is 3
China and other parts of Asia, where they beensaid topromoteafeelingofwell-beingand grams per day.
(Edhfs
note: Please see se-te
stayed until approximately 1,000years ago. ovemllphysicalrestoration.It hasbeen known
At that time, Ginkgo trees were also planted by many names, some of which are: Fungus i~ertpgefor
ordering tqfofmafto~)
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-HELP
SPREAD
THE
WORD
PURCHASE
MULTIPLE
COPIES
OF THIS OR
OTHER
ISSUES OF
THE

PHOENZX

LIBERATOR

AND PASS
THEM OUT
TO YOUR
FRIENDS.
-HE PHOENIX LIBERATOR

PHONE

LINE

805-822-0202
Announcing a service for
our dedicated
readers.
Today’s
Watch
phone
line
carries news and
c 0 m m e n t s
fromCommander
Hatonn’s writings. This
is our way of keeping
you
informed
about
breaking world events.
The message
machine
will answer after 2 rings
if there are any new messages for that day, and
after 4 rings if not. In
that way daily callers can
hang up after 2 rings and
save toll charges if no
new message has been
The message
recorded.
update(s),
if any, occur
by 6 PM Pacific Time.

PHOENm JOURNALS
THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES
CALLED THE PHOElPIX JOURNALS AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN
TO ASSIST MAN TO BECOME
AWARE OF LONGSTANDING DECEPTIONS AND OTHER CRITICAL
MATTERS TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A
SPECIES. JOURX’IALS
ARE $7.95
EACH PLUS SHIPPING.
1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS
NAME IMMANUEL, I AM
SANANDA
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL
REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC
DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN
FEET FROM HELL
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE
PHOENIX
13. SKELETONS IN THE
CLOSET
14. RRPP - RAF’E, RAVAGE,
PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF
THE PHOENIX
15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION

16. YOU CAN SLAY THE
DRAGON
17. THE NAKED PHOENIX
18. BLOOD AND ASHES
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON
20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION
21. CREATION, THE SACRED
UNIVERSE

23. BURNT OFFERINGS
24. SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL
25. THE BI’ITER COMMUNION

26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS
THE ANTI-CHRIST BY
ANY NAME: KHAZARS
27. PHOENIX OPERATOROWNER MANUAL
28. OPERATION SHANSTORM
29. END OF THE MASQUERADE
38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I
40. THE TRILLION

THE HOLOCAUST

DOLLAR LIE

VOL. II

OF A
PLANET--ZIONISM Z’SRACISM
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
41. THE DESTRUCTION

43. TANGLED WEBS
44. TANGLED WEBS
45. TANGLED WEBS

VOL. I
VOL. II
VOL. III

LIST

46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
47. PRE-FLIGHT INSTRUCTIONS
VOL. I
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V

49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII

52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
54. THE FUNNELS NECK
55. MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN
2000, DIVINE PLAN VOL.11
58. FROM THE FRYING
PAN INTO THE PIT OF FIRE
59. ‘REALITY” ALSO HAS A
DRUM-BEAT!
61. PUPPY-DOG TALES
EX 1. PHOENIX JOURNAL
EXPRESS VOLUMES I 8aII
(BOOK)
$15.00
EX 2. PHOENIX JOURNAL

EXPRESS VOLUMES III 86IV
(BOOK) $15.00
EX 3. PHOENIX JOURNAL
EXPRESS VOLUMES V & VI
(BOOK) $15.00
EX 4. PHOENIX JOURNAL

EXPRESS VOLUMES XIII & XIV
(BOOK) $20.00

FOR IBFORMATIOB ABOUT
ANY JOUmALS OR BOOKS
MENTIONED Ia THIS BEWSPAPER, PLEASE CONTACT:
THE PHOENIXLIBERATOR,Inc.
Post Office Box 28159
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126
1-800-800-5565

(Mastercard, VISA, Discover)
SHIPPING CHARGES:
USA (except Alaska & Hawaii)
Ups-$3.75 1st title, $1 .OOea add’1
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1 .OOea add’1
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1 .OOea add’i
ALASKA & HAWAII

Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1 .OOea add’1
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1 .OOea add’1
UP5 2nd day-19.00 1st title. $1 ea add’1
CANADA

81 MEXICO

Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add’1
Airbook-$4.50 1st title, $2.00 ea add’1
FOREIGN

Surface63.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add’i
Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate
(Please allow 5-B weeks for delivery)
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